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 Post-transcriptional regulation represents a powerful and versatile mechanism to 

fine-tune gene expression to meet cellular and environmental demands. One important 

aspect of post-transcriptional regulation involves regulation of protein translation, the 

process of building proteins from a messenger RNA. In this dissertation, I use 

biochemical and molecular biology techniques to study how translation is 

mechanistically regulated by both mRNA and protein factors. In chapter 2, I discuss the 

development of a quantitative method in eukaryotes to measure ribosomal stalls of cis-

mRNA factors on protein elongation. We find that different distributions of nonoptimal 

codons trigger different surveillance and rescue pathways despite similar levels of 

elongation delay. In chapter 3, I explore the relationship between translatability and 

mRNA localization during glucose starvation and investigate potential factors that 

influence this relationship. We find that a complex made from Rvb1 and Rvb2 is 

involved in promoter-directed cytoplasmic fate in a subset of stress response genes in 

glucose starvation. Furthermore, we use carefully designed reporters to interrogate how 

translatability determines cytoplasmic localization and find that active translation is 

linked to exclusion from stress-induced cytoplasmic granules. Finally in chapter 4, I 

discuss improvements on the method we have developed, possible future directions for 

the work described in this dissertation, and my concluding remarks.  
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction 

1.1 Protein Synthesis and Post-Transcriptional Regulation 

Cellular survival and proliferation depends on careful regulation of protein 

synthesis, which represents the most energy-intensive process in the cell, consuming 

over 70% of cellular ATP levels (Stouthamer 1973, Buttgereit and Brand 1995, Wieser 

and Krumschnabel 2001). This crucial task of maintaining cellular homeostasis is 

represented by a complicated coordination of countless interacting biological factors 

both spatially and temporally. Since 1838 when proteins were discovered and the word 

‘protein’ was coined by Jöns Jakob Berzelius, researchers have attempted to identify 

and characterize the factors involved in protein synthesis (Hartley 1951). As proteins 

are the final product of most gene expression, protein synthesis involves multiple layers 

of regulation both at the DNA and RNA stages. While we have learned much about the 

basic mechanisms since then, many factors and how they interact with other factors 

remains undiscovered.  

Post-transcriptional regulation affects mRNA before, during, and after protein 

translation has occurred. Mutations in post-transcriptional regulatory factors, especially 

RNA-binding proteins, have been linked to proliferation of cancer in humans and 

contributes to a general misregulation of gene expression (Audic and Hartley 2004, 

Corbett 2018). Both a function of mRNA cis-elements and trans-factors, post-

transcriptional regulation of gene expression includes varying mRNA abundance 

through balancing transcription and decay, modifications to mRNA, and elements that 

affect translational efficiency, such as regulatory sequences, sequence composition, 

and tRNA abundance (Schaefke et al. 2018, Obernosterer et al. 2006, Furlan et al. 
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2021, Corbett 2018, Kim and Lee 2012, Lawless et al. 2009, Beyer et al. 2004, Kos-

Braus and Koš 2017, McCarthy 1998). Furthermore, these factors can be spatially 

regulated, such as in mRNA localization and subcellular compartmentalization, and 

temporally regulated, such as in rapid induction of transcription or degradation of 

transcripts in response to specific stimuli (Pakos-Zebrucka et al. 2016, Buxbaum et al. 

2015). It is through the complex orchestration of all these factors that cells can finely 

tune their proteome to meet cellular demands and adapt to changing environmental 

stimuli. In this chapter, I will introduce and describe a few of the mechanisms of post-

transcriptional regulation, their factors, and how they interact and combine to exert 

effects on protein synthesis. 

 

1.2 Codons, Codon Optimality, and Implications on mRNA Stability and 

Translation 

During translation elongation, amino acids are added to a growing peptide chain 

specified by the sequence of codons present in the mRNA transcript. Codons, three 

base pair combinations of the canonical four nucleotides in RNA, are decoded by 

ribosome in which a tRNA bearing a corresponding anti-codon will bring a specific 

amino acid to form a peptide bond onto the nascent protein chain. The amino acid code 

is redundant; with 61 unique codons specifying 20 different amino acids, each amino 

acid is specified by between one and six codons. With the advent of genome 

sequencing, genomes have been found to contain unequal frequencies of synonymous 

codons and these codon biases are unique across species (Grantham et al. 1980, 

Bennetzen and Hall 1982, Guoy and Gautier 1982). Furthermore, differentiating factors 
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between codons such as GC content, speed of peptide bond formation, and tRNA 

availability contribute to a metric known as normalized translational efficiency (nTE) 

(Pechmann and Frydman 2013). The nTE scale assigns a score to each codon from 0 

to 1 that represents the translational efficiency of the codon, incorporating the previous 

tRNA adaptation index (tAI) and tRNA supply and demand based on charged tRNA 

abundance and transcriptomic demand (Reis et al. 2004). Based on the nTE scale, 

codons are considered “optimal” if their relative tRNA availability is higher than their 

demand whereas they are considered “nonoptimal” if their relative tRNA availability is 

less than their demand.  

 Comparisons of transcripts enriched in either optimal or nonoptimal codons have 

revealed correlations between codon optimality and other regulatory metrics. For 

instance, codon optimality has been linked to mRNA half-life. Genome-wide RNA decay 

comparisons between stable and unstable mRNAs revealed that stable mRNAs are 

enriched in optimal codons whereas unstable mRNAs are enriched in nonoptimal 

codons (Presnyak et al. 2015). Furthermore, substitution of optimal codons to 

synonymous nonoptimal codons led to mRNA destabilization. It has been thought that 

the DEAD-Box protein Dhh1p mediates this interaction by sensing transcripts enriched 

in nonoptimal codons and signaling them for mRNA decay (Radhakrishnan 2016, 

Harigaya and Parker 2016, Hanson and Coller 2018). In the context of protein 

expression, Dhh1 links nonoptimal codons to lower protein expression through a 

reduction in mRNA levels. 

 Codon optimality plays a further role in regulating the rate of ribosome 

translocation during elongation. Codon identity has long been shown to affect 
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translation elongation rate and newer techniques such as ribosome profiling have 

supported this finding though genome-wide ribosome occupancy measurements 

(Sørensen & Pedersen 1991, Ingolia 2014, Ingolia et al. 2009, Hussman et al. 2015, 

Gardin et al. 2014, Weinberg et al. 2016, Saikia et al. 2016). In general, there is a 

correlation between optimal codons having faster elongation rates as compared to 

nonoptimal codons. The difference in elongation rates is primarily due to two factors: (1) 

charged tRNA availability as ribosomes will on average wait longer to find a rare 

cognate tRNA as compared to a commonly available tRNA and (2) the time ribosomes 

require to sample tRNAs to find a cognate tRNA, especially if near-cognate tRNAs are 

more abundant (Chu et al. 2011, Koutmou et al. 2015). This reduction of elongation rate 

ultimately leads to a reduction of protein expression as fewer proteins are produced in a 

given time period, especially when considering the lower half-lives of nonoptimal 

mRNAs. Indeed, the nonoptimal rare arginine codon CGA has been shown to strongly 

inhibit protein expression and reduce translation elongation rate (Letzring et al. 2010, 

Kisly et al. 2021). It has been shown that varying the locations of optimal and 

nonoptimal codons has a functional role in co-translational protein folding (Thanaraj and 

Argos 1996, Yu et al. 2015, Xu et al. 2021, Collart and Weiss 2020). Experiments in E. 

coli have shown that substitution of rare codons for synonymous optimal codons leads 

to higher protein expression but also higher protein misfolding (Komar et al. 1999, 

Zhang et al. 2009). Furthermore, other experiments have shown that codon pairs and 

mRNA secondary structure have also been implicated in proper protein folding though 

modulation of elongation speed (Gamble et al. 2016, Yang et al. 2014). These studies 

provide evidence that regulation of elongation speed is crucial for proper cellular 
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function and one method cells employ is to utilize a combination of optimal and 

nonoptimal codons.  

 

1.3 Ribosome Collisions and the RQC and NGD Surveillance Pathways 

 Many factors have been discovered that impede ribosome movement and slow 

down elongation speed. In the previous section, we examine evidence on how 

ribosomes will modulate elongation speed to promote protein folding through inclusion 

of slowing factors, including nonoptimal codons or RNA secondary structure. 

Mechanistically, ribosomes in eukaryotes will continue translocating across the mRNA 

at an average rate of 3-10 amino acids per second until it reaches an impediment where 

it will pause for an extended duration before it is able to continue forward, such as in the 

case of waiting for a rare cognate tRNA (Karpinets et al. 2006, Riba et al. 2019). As 

multiple ribosomes are often concurrently translating on a single mRNA, this ribosome 

pause may lead to an upstream translating ribosome reaching the paused ribosome, 

resulting in a ribosome collision and formation of a di-some structure. Genome-wide 

transcriptomic analysis of ribosome collisions through ribosome profiling have shown 

that upwards of 10% of all translating ribosomes are engaged in the di-some state, 

highlighting the prevalence of these ribosome collisions (Han et al. 2020, Arpat et al. 

2020, Zhao et al. 2021). These ribosome collisions are not inherently detrimental; a 

recent paper looking into ribosome clearance times after encountering a stall showed 

that ribosomes are able to continue translocating after a collision has occurred 

(Goldman et al. 2021). However, cells must maintain careful surveillance of protein 

translation to detect collision events that may be detrimental to cellular survival. 
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 Certain collision events require an active role in rescuing ribosomes to preserve 

protein fidelity and mitigate wasted resources. Deficiencies in protein fidelity may lead to 

deleterious molecules, which has been linked to neurological disease and proteotoxicity 

(Kapur and Ackerman 2008, Chu et al. 2009, Choe et al. 2016, Nedialkova and Leidel 

2015, Yonashiro et al. 2016). Extended ribosome stalls may be caused by mRNA cis-

factors, such as a premature poly-A tail, truncated mRNA undergoing decay, higher 

order mRNA structures, and nascent peptide interactions with the ribosome exit tunnel 

or by trans-factors, such as tRNA deficiencies, nutrient starvation, or cellular stress 

(Doma and Parker 2006, Letzring et al. 2013, Simms et al. 2014, Gamble et al. 2016, 

Collart and Weiss 2020, Yip and Shao 2021, Goldman et al. 2021, Meydan and 

Guydosh 2020, Han et al. 2020, Chandrasekaran et al. 2019). In these situations, 

extended stalls may lead to a compounding of ribosome collisions into di-somes, tri-

somes, and higher order ribosome structures as translating ribosomes will continue to 

collide with stalled ribosomes. As translation termination in eukaryotes requires the 

presence of a stop codon in the ribosomal A-site, these stalled ribosomes are unable to 

be disassembled by canonical elongation release factors (Hellen 2018, Dever and 

Green 2012, Mitkevich et al. 2006, Jackson et al. 2012). Rescue pathways must then be 

initiated to disassemble and recycle these stalled ribosomes and to degrade the faulty 

transcript and nascent peptide.  

 The cell must distinguish between the far more prevalent benign ribosome 

collision events and the less frequent situations where ribosome rescue is necessary. 

Translation has been shown to be necessary to detect defects in mRNA, suggesting 

that surveillance mechanisms screen translation to determine mRNA integrity (van Hoof 
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& Wagner 2011, Shoemaker and Green 2012). The ribosome quality control (RQC) 

pathway is activated by a E3 ubiquitin ligase called Hel2 (yeast) or ZNF598 (mammals) 

which detects collided ribosomes through a specific ribosome-ribosome interface 

formed by di-some collisions and signals them for rescue (Ikeuchi et al. 2019, 

Pechmann et al. 2013, Joazeiro 2019, Brandman and Hegde 2016, Meydan and 

Guydosh 2020). Hel2 ubiquitinates the small subunit ribosomal protein uS10 which 

recruits the ribosome-associated quality control (RQC)-triggering (RQT) complex. The 

RQT complex, consisting of Slh1, Cue3, and Asc1, dissociates the ubiquitinated 

ribosomes into small and large subunits (Yip and Shao 2021, Matsuo et al. 2017, Sitron 

et al. 2017, Hashimoto et al. 2020, Juszkiewicz et al. 2020). Nascent peptides from 

stalled ribosomes are then degraded through the interactions of Rqc2 (NEMF in 

mammals), which prevents ribosomal subunit reassociation and recruits Ltn1 (Listerin in 

mammals) to polyubiquitinate nascent proteins for proteosomal degradation (Joazeiro 

2019, Inada 2020, Brandman and Hegde 2016, Brandman 2012, Shen et al. 2015, 

Shao et al. 2015, Bengtson and Joazeiro 2010, Collart and Weiss 2019). Once the 

leading collided ribosomes are disassembled, trailing ribosomes may continue to 

elongate. 

 Concurrent with the activation of the RQC pathway, the transcript may be 

degraded through the No-Go Decay (NGD) pathway, which targets mRNAs containing 

stalled ribosomes. (Ikeuchi et al. 2019, Matsuda et al. 2014, Joazeiro 2017). During an 

extended stall, the ribosomal A-site remains empty allowing for a ternary complex 

comprised of Dom34 (Pelota in mammals), Hbs1, and GTP to bind and disassemble the 

ribosome (Pisareva et al. 2011, Shoemaker et al. 2010, Shoemaker and Green 2010, 
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Harigaya and Parker 2010, Simms et al. 2017). The endonuclease Cue2 (N4BP2 in 

mammals) is then recruited which cleaves the aberrant mRNA based on the density of 

ribosomal collisions and the remaining fragments are rapidly degraded by the 

cytoplasmic exosome and the exonucleases Xrn1 and Ski7 (Simms et al. 2017, 

Harigaya and Parker 2010, D’Orazio et al. 2019, Powers et al. 2020, Buskirk and Green 

2017, Navickas 2020). Activation of the NGD pathway has been shown to require Hel2-

mediated ribosomal ubiquitination, suggesting that both ribosome collision and the 

subsequent empty A-site are required for NGD activation (Garzia et al. 2017, 

Juszkiewicz and Hegde 2017). 

 Based on current understanding of ribosomal stalls, ribosome dissociation and 

rescue can occur through two separate, though concurrent and co-activated, pathways. 

Upon an extended ribosomal stall, trailing ribosomes may collide with the leading 

ribosome, resulting in a collision which recruits Hel2. Hel2 ubiquitinates the small 

ribosomal subunit which activates both the RQC and NGD pathways. In the RQC 

pathway, the RQT complex is recruited to dissociate the ribosomal subunits and Rqc1 

and Ltn1 are recruited to degrade the nascent peptide chain. In the NGD pathway, the 

Dom34/Hbs1/GTP ternary complex is recruited to the empty ribosomal A-site to 

dissociate the ribosome and Cue2, the exosome, Xrn1, and Ski7 are recruited to 

degrade the mRNA transcript. While both these pathways work in tandem to maintain 

protein fidelity and promote ribosome recycling, the factors that contribute to the 

activation and overall impact of these pathways remains unclear. For example, while we 

understand that Hel2-mediated ribosomal ubiquitination is necessary for the activation 

of these pathways, the number of ubiquitinated or collided ribosomes, the duration of 
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the stall necessary to evoke a cellular response, and other contributing factors remain a 

subject of study and may differ between the two pathways. Furthermore, the degree to 

which these pathways exert their effects on ribosome dissociation, mRNA decay, and 

peptide degradation, may be fine-tuned depending on the severity of conditions during 

their activation and may also differ.  

 

1.4 mRNA Localization  

 Partitioning of mRNA molecules to specific locations in the cell allows for local or 

compartmentalized regulation of gene expression and has been found to be involved in 

crucial cellular processes including development, determination of cell fate, cell motility, 

and membrane anchoring of proteins (Buxbaum et al. 2015, Kloc et al. 2002, Jansen 

2001, Martin and Ephrussi 2009). RNA binding proteins (RBPs) account for a large 

majority of the localization effects of mRNA, including transport, protection, and 

anchoring while cis-elements in the mRNA direct where the messenger 

ribonucleoprotein (mRNP) complex localizes (Jambhekar and DeRisi 2007, Shahbabian 

and Chartrand 2012, Patel et al. 2012). A few notable examples of mRNA localization 

include nanos mRNA localization to the posterior side of the D. melanogaster oocyte to 

create a protein gradient crucial for proper development, asymmetric localization of 

Ash1 mRNA during budding in S. cerevisiae to switch mating types, and the formation 

of neuronal transport granules in neurons containing β-actin mRNA which are localized 

to the dendrites such that translation of actin will result in synaptic grown in response to 

synaptic activity (Buxbaum et al. 2015, Forrest and Gavis 2003, Gavis and Lehmann 

1992, Long et al. 1997, Garner et al. 1988, Lécuyer et al. 2007, Cajigas et al. 2012, 
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Eliscovich et al. 2013, Zaessinger et al. 2006, Jain and Gavis 2008, Becalska et al. 

2011, Böhl et al. 2000, Deng al. 2008, Bobola et al. 1996, Gonzalez et al. 1999). In 

these instances, mRNAs are often translationally repressed in transit to prevent to 

spatially regulate protein production and prevent unwanted translation (Besse and 

Ephrussi 2008, Abaza and Gebauer 2008). However, active translation may also play a 

role in localization of mRNAs.  

 Localization signals do not only exist in the cis-sequence of the mRNA, but also 

in the nascent peptide produced during translation. One well studied localization signal 

in eukaryotes is the signal peptide, a short peptide sequence usually found at the N-

terminus of a protein that is recognized by the signal recognition particle (SRP) (Ogg 

and Walter 1995, Kapp et al. 2009, Walter et al. 1981). The SRP is a RNP complex that 

binds to the signal sequence, leading to an elongation stall, and localizes to a 

translocon on the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) surface, allowing the nascent peptide to 

be inserted into the translocon channel such that the nascent peptide is directed into the 

ER (Tisdale and Pellizzoni 2017, Walter and Blobel 1983, Gilmore et al. 1982, Lutcke 

1995, Luirink and Sinning 2004, Walter et al. 1981). While elongation arrest has shown 

not to be necessary for translocation of the SRP complex to a translocon, it provides 

additional time for the SRP complex to recognize, bind, and localize the mRNA and 

nascent signal peptide to the ER (Siegel and Walter 1985, Siegel and Walter 1988, 

Mason et al. 2000). This mechanism of elongation stalling has been seen in other 

signaling peptides such as the mitochondrial targeting sequence (MTS) in the gene 

ATP3, which contains a downstream stretch of polyproline residues that are important 

for increased localization to the mitochondrial surface (Tsuboi et al. 2020, Tsuboi et al. 
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2020). mRNA localization represents a powerful, conserved mechanism to fine-tune 

gene expression spatially.  

 

1.5 Stress Response and mRNP Granules 

  Cells must rapidly adapt to changing environmental conditions to maintain 

cellular survival and homeostasis. Certain detrimental environmental conditions threaten 

cellular survival, including nutrient deprivation and stressors such as oxidative stress, 

osmotic stress, and severe DNA damage. As a cellular stress response requires the 

production of stress mitigating proteins, both the cellular proteome and transcriptome 

must quickly shift to prioritize cellular survival and recovery. This is accomplished 

through the activation of the integrated stress response (ISR) pathway, which senses 

cellular stress signals and initiates a signaling cascade (Pakos-Zebrucka et al. 2016). 

The core of the ISR pathway is eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2 (eIF2α), which is 

necessary for canonical cap-dependent translation initiation. Depending on the nature of 

the stress signal, the eIF2α kinases GCN2, PKR, HRI, or PERK will be activated and 

phosphorylate the alpha subunit of eIF2α on serine 51, preventing the formation of a 

viable ternary complex required for canonical cap-dependent translation initiation. 

Phosphorylation of eIF2α in the ternary complex, composed of eIF2α, the initiator 

methionine, and GTP, prevents exchange of GDP for GTP. This results in a global 

attenuation of translation, freeing up translation machinery for induced stress response 

genes. However, cells must maintain mechanisms for these stress response genes to 

selectively bypass translational shutdown. 
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 Concurrent with the onset of stress in eukaryotes are the formation of stress 

granules (SGs) and processing bodies (PBs), two types of liquid-liquid phase-separated 

membrane-less mRNP granules (Buchan & Parker 2009, Khong et al. 2017, Teixeira et 

al. 2005, Jain et al. 2016, Guzikowski et al. 2019, Protter & Parker 2016, Corbet and 

Parker 2019, Van Treek and Parker 2019, Chernov et al. 2009). These large 

complexes, composed primarily of RBPs and non-translating mRNAs, are nucleated 

through RNA-RNA, RNA-protein, and protein-protein interactions (Begovich and 

Wilhelm 2020). The current model of mRNA localization into these granules stipulates 

that mRNAs are prevented from forming RNA-RNA interactions through the steric 

hindrance of ribosomes during elongation (Teixeira et al. 2005, Buchan et al. 2010, 

Guzikowski et al. 2019, Lin et al. 2015, Protter and Parker 2016, Van Treeck et al. 2018, 

Protter et al. 2018, Van Treeck and Parker 2018, Matheny et al. 2019, Wheeler et al. 

2016). Once translation is attenuated through phosphorylation of eIF2α, initiation will be 

blocked. Ribosomes currently bound to transcripts will continue to elongate and 

eventually run off, resulting in exposed transcripts that are open to RNA-RNA 

interactions. Transcripts devoid of ribosomes will then aggregate with other RNA-

binding proteins to nucleate these mRNP granules. Based on this model, mRNAs that 

can bypass the global shutdown of initiation and continue translating are more likely to 

be excluded from mRNP aggregation. Indeed, proteomic and transcriptomic analysis of 

SGs reveal that these are enriched in proteins containing intrinsically disordered regions 

(IDRs) and that contained mRNAs tend to be longer and poorly translated, both of which 

are more prone to aggregation (Jain et al. 2016, Khong et al. 2017, Matheny et al. 2019,  

Molliex et al. 2015). 
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 Promoter sequences have been shown to direct cytoplasmic localization and 

translatability of genes during glucose starvation (Zid and O’Shea 2014). During glucose 

starvation, up to 10% of the pre-existing bulk mRNAs are sequestered into mRNP 

granules (Van Treeck et al. 2018, Khong et al. 2017). Meanwhile, certain classes of 

stress response genes such as heat shock proteins and alternative glucose metabolism 

genes are transcriptionally induced. However, heat shock proteins are translationally 

active and excluded from mRNP granules, appearing diffusely localized throughout the 

cytoplasm, while alternative glucose metabolism genes are sequestered into mRNP 

granules. As promoter sequences and translation occur in separate cellular 

compartments, this suggests that transcripts are co-transcriptionally imprinted in such a 

way to determine its cytoplasmic fate. While the exact factors that distinguish 

cytoplasmic fates remains unclear, it is hypothesized that these induced transcripts are 

either co-transcriptionally modified or bound to an unknown RBP that is sufficient to 

differentiate cytoplasmic fate. Furthermore, it is unclear whether these factors are 

individually responsible for translatability, localization, or both. Based on the model of 

RNA incorporation into mRNP granules and recent studies, it is suspected that 

translatability is the driving force for localization during stress conditions (Matheny et al. 

2019). However, while a correlation is observed between translatability during stress 

and localization with respect to mRNP granules, it remains unclear whether 

translatability is either sufficient or necessary to drive localization or vice versa.  
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1.6 Dissertation Overview 

 While we have learned much about how cells mechanistically manipulate mRNA 

and translation to regulate their proteome, much study is needed to understand the 

nuances, controls, and factors involved in post-transcriptional regulation. In this 

dissertation, I explore factors involved in post-transcriptional regulation of protein 

synthesis using the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae as a model organism. In 

Chapter 2, I discuss the development of an assay designed to quantify the elongation 

rate of an in vivo reporter construct. We utilize this assay to assess the stalling duration 

of synonymous codon substitutions and strong, localized stalls. Our findings indicate 

that localized stalls negatively impact gene expression in a Hel2-dependent manner. 

Surprisingly, we find that while synonymous codon substitutions to nonoptimal codons 

also negatively impacts gene expression, this is through a non-Hel2-mediated 

mechanism. In Chapter 3, I examine the relationship between translatability and mRNA 

localization during acute glucose starvation. Section 3.2 investigates the proteins Rvb1 

and Rvb2 as drivers of mRNP granule localization for a select subset of stress response 

genes. Section 3.3 briefly explores how mRNA localization of a reporter construct is 

altered by inhibition of translation. Taken together, these chapters contribute to a better 

mechanistic understanding of how protein synthesis is regulated in cells. Particularly, 

the development of our elongation assay will assist future researchers to develop a 

more quantified look at how elongation stalling is managed by cellular machinery.   
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CHAPTER 2: Quantification of elongation stalls and impact on gene 

expression 

2.1 Abstract 

Ribosomal pauses are a critical part of co-translational events including protein 

folding and localization. However, extended ribosome pauses can lead to ribosome 

collisions, resulting in the activation of ribosome rescue pathways and turnover of 

protein and mRNA. While this relationship has been known, the specific threshold 

between permissible pausing versus activation of rescue pathways has not been 

quantified. We have taken a method used to measure elongation time and adapted it for 

use in S. cerevisiae to quantify the impact of elongation stalls. We find that in transcripts 

containing a strong, localized stall, a Hel2-mediated dose-dependent decrease in 

protein and mRNA expression and increase in elongation delay. In transcripts 

containing synonymous substitutions to nonoptimal codons, we find a decrease in 

protein and mRNA expression and similar increase in elongation delay but through a 

non-Hel2-mediated mechanism. This indicates that different distributions of poor codons 

in a transcript will activate different rescue pathways despite similar elongation stall 

durations. Finally, we find that Dhh1 selectively increases protein expression, mRNA 

expression, and elongation rate. Taken together, these results provide new quantitative 

mechanistic insight into the surveillance of translation and the roles of Hel2 and Dhh1 in 

mediating ribosome pausing events. 
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2.2 Introduction 

Production of cellular proteins through translation is crucial for maintaining 

homeostasis and adapting to changing environmental conditions. Translation can be 

broken down into three sequential steps: initiation, during which ribosomes assemble at 

the initiation site on an mRNA, elongation, during which ribosomes translocate across 

the mRNA and build upon a nascent peptide, and termination, during which ribosomes 

are removed from the mRNA, recycled, and the newly synthesized protein is released. 

Cells dedicate many resources to the monitoring, regulation, and quality control of 

protein synthesis as dysregulation may lead to aberrant cellular function and 

neurological diseases such as ALS (Bosco 2018, Wang et al. 2016). 

Each step in the translation process is governed by various regulatory steps. 

Initiation has long been known to be the rate-limiting step in translation and subject to 

intense regulation (Sonenberg and Hinnebusch 2009, Shah et al. 2013). Recent studies 

have focused on elongation as another important regulatory step in protein synthesis. 

Indeed, modulation of elongation speed has been shown to serve a functional role in 

both proper protein folding (Pechmann and Frydman 2013, Spencer et al.  2012, Yu et 

al. 2015, Zhao et al. 2021, Hartl et al. 2011) and localization (Tsuboi et al. 2020, Alamo 

et al. 2011, Ogg and Walter 1995, Mason et al. 2000). These examples give credence 

to the notion that ribosome pausing is essential for certain cellular processes. Recent 

reports using ribosome profiling to analyze disome peaks have estimated that upwards 

of 10% of translating ribosomes are engaged in the disome state (Zhao et al. 2021, 

Arpat et al. 2020, Han et al. 2020), indicating the commonplace occurrence of ribosome 

collisions.  
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The functional and necessary nature of ribosome stalls, however, makes it 

challenging for cellular machinery to distinguish between beneficial stalls and situations 

requiring ribosome rescue. Ribosomes that undergo translation on an aberrant mRNA, 

such as on a truncated mRNA, stall in place and are unable to be disassembled by 

translation termination machinery (Buskirk and Green 2017, Yip and Shao 2021, 

Joazeiro 2017). Upon extended stalling events, translating ribosomes may collide with 

stalled ribosomes, resulting in a ribosome collision which can eventually lead to further 

accumulation of collided ribosomes. Two pathways may be activated upon the detection 

of these collision events: (1) ribosome quality control (RQC), which leads to the rescue 

and recycling of stalled ribosomes, and (2) no-go decay (NGD), which leads to the 

endonucleolytic cleavage and subsequent degradation of the aberrant transcript. Both 

pathways are triggered by the ribosome collision sensor Hel2(yeast)/ZNF598(mammals) 

which detects disome formations which form as a result of prolonged ribosome stalling 

(Ikeuchi et al. 2019). In RQC, Hel2 ubiquitinates the small ribosomal subunit which 

leads to activation of the RQC trigger (RQT) complex in yeast, ultimately resulting in 

ribosome disassembly and degradation of the nascent peptide (Buskirk and Green 

2017, Yip and Shao 2021, Joazeiro 2017). Concurrently, Hel2 activation also leads to 

the activation of the NGD pathway which results in mRNA degradation primarily through 

the endonuclease Cue2 and the exonucleases Xrn1 and Ski7 (Buskirk and Green 2017, 

D’Orazio et al. 2019, Navickas et al. 2020). Hel2 and other sensors of elongation quality 

must maintain a balance between permitting transient and functional stalls while at the 

same time engaging rescue pathways to prevent the buildup of ribosomes on 

problematic mRNA.  
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How elongation quality sensors are able to distinguish between functional stalls 

and those requiring rescue pathways remains unclear. It has been proposed that the 

severity of ribosome collision may determine which cellular response is activated in 

response to a collision event (Meydan and Guydosh 2020). While this model may 

explain how functional stalls and detrimental stalls either resume elongation or initiate 

RQC using the same surveillance pathways, respectively, the definition of “severity” in 

this context remains vague. Are the distinguishing factors the time duration of the stall, 

the number of ribosome collisions, the specific location and context of where the stall 

occurs on a transcript, or a combination of all these factors and more? It is from this lack 

of understanding of how cellular surveillance machinery is able to distinguish between 

these two opposing outcomes that necessitates reliable, quantitative methods to 

describe the various aspects of ribosome stalling events.  

One important factor that contributes to elongation speed is codon optimality, a 

metric that describes the translational efficiency of the 61 amino acid specifying codons. 

Codon optimality, unique to each species, takes into account various factors implicated 

in elongation rate, including tRNA availability and demand, frequency of use in the 

genome, GC content, and interactions with the ribosome exit tunnel (Presnyak et al. 

2015, Reis et al. 2004, Gardin et al. 2014, Pechmann et al. 2013). Furthermore, codon 

optimality has been found to correlate with elongation speed and mRNA decay, with 

transcripts enriched in “optimal” codons associated with faster elongation speed and 

lower mRNA decay rates and those enriched in “nonoptimal” codons associated with 

slower elongation speed and higher mRNA decay rates (Radhakrishnan et al. 2016, 

Harigaya and Parker 2016, Hanson and Coller 2018, Ingolia 2014, Ingolia et al. 2009, 
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Hussman et al. 2015, Gardin et al. 2014, Weinberg et al. 2016, Saikia et al. 2016, Chu 

et al. 2011, Koutmou et al. 2015). While many studies, both in vivo and in vitro, have 

assessed the impact of synonymous codon substitutions on protein expression, mRNA 

decay, and ribosome pausing, quantification of the impact on elongation time has not 

been widely available.  

In this study, we describe the development of an in vivo quantitative luciferase-based 

assay to measure elongation time. We assessed the time delay associated with acute 

stalls caused by the inclusion of repeats of the nonoptimal arginine codon CGA and find 

that elongation time increases in a dose-dependent manner. Surprisingly, we find that 

no go RNA decay reaches a maximum level at a specific stall length despite increasing 

translation elongation times and protein expression continuing to decrease. 

Furthermore, we assessed the effect of synonymous codon substitutions on elongation 

time of a standardized ORF and identified the leucine codon CTT as a strong driver of 

elongation delay. CTT’s effect on elongation time is dependent on its inclusion in the 5’ 

end of the ORF. The development of this assay and our findings provide steps towards 

a detailed understanding of the triggers of ribosome quality control pathways. 

 

2.3 Results 

2.3.1 Development and validation of elongation assay 

To create a quantitative elongation duration reporter assay, we utilized a 

tetracycline-inducible promoter to control mRNA induction of a bioluminescent 

nanoluciferase (nLuc) reporter downstream of open reading frames (ORFs) of interest. 

The nLuc reporter has been previously studied in yeast under the control of a stress-
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inducible promoter and its bioluminescent output faithfully recapitulates induced mRNA 

levels after heat shock (Masser et al. 2016). To test this system, we developed a series 

of constructs in which we varied the length of the upstream ORF by insertion of yeast-

optimized yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) or yeast-optimized monomeric infrared red 

fluorescent protein (miRFP) ORFs upstream of nLuc (Figure 2.3.1A). nLuc protein 

expression was collected for each construct over 60 minutes and normalized to OD600 

measured at T=0 min. Elongation time was calculated using a Schleif plot (Schleif et al. 

1973) and adjusted based on an average mRNA transcription time of 1500 nucleotides 

per second (Mason and Struhl 2005, Edwards et al. 1991). We find a delay in the first 

appearance of nLuc upon the addition of optYFP and a further delay in the longer 

miRFP-optYFP-nLuc reporter (Figure 2.3.1B). We then used these measured delays to 

calculate the translation elongation rate of optYFP and miRFP ORFs as approximately 4 

AA/sec and 3 AA/sec (Figure 2.3.1C), respectively, which is consistent with bulk 

elongation rate measurements of 3-10 AA/sec (Karpinets et al. 2006, Riba et al. 2019). 

We do not find a significant difference in elongation rate between the two optimized 

ORFs. This implies that our reporter can quantify the in vivo translation rates of our 

reporters. 

 

2.3.2 Hel2 decreases protein expression, mRNA expression, and delays 

elongation in acute CGA constructs 

 To quantify the duration of elongation pauses and assess their impact on gene 

expression, we classified elongation stalls into two categories: (1) acute stalls, which 

are characterized by a strong, localized internal stall made of nonoptimal codons within 
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the ORF and (2) distributed stalls, which are characterized by nonoptimal codons 

distributed throughout the ORF (Figure 2.3.2). To measure the effect of acute stalls on 

elongation time and gene expression, we developed a series of constructs in which we 

inserted between 2 and 6 tandem CGA repeats between the yeast-optimized YFP ORF 

and nLuc reporter ORF shown previously (Figure 2.3.3A). CGA codons have been 

previously shown to induce ribosomal stalling and reduce protein expression (Letzring 

et al. 2010, Veltri et al. 2021). First, we tested the protein expression of our induced 

constructs and found a dose-dependent exponential decline in protein production as the 

number of CGA codons increased, similar to a previous study by Letzring and 

colleagues (Letzring 2010) (Figure 2.3.3B). We however, did not see an impact on 

protein expression until 3 CGA codons were included. Next, we measured mRNA 

expression and found that mRNA expression significantly decreased with the addition of 

3 CGA codons but mRNA levels remained constant around 40% of our control construct 

regardless of additional CGA codons (Figure 2.3.3C). We then measured the elongation 

delay in each of our constructs by comparing to a control reporter lacking any CGA 

codons (Figure 2.3.3D). We found that elongation delay increased in a dose-dependent 

manner beginning at 3xCGAs, with 6xCGA causing an ~4.5 minute extension of the 

translation duration. There was a relatively linear relationship between CGA stall 

number after 3 CGAs and elongation time which allowed us to calculate that each CGA 

adds approximately 76 seconds to the overall elongation time. 

 We then asked whether the impact on gene expression seen in our CGA-

containing strains was a result of Hel2-mediated effects. Hel2 is a translation 

surveillance factor that senses ribosome collisions and activates the ribosome rescue 
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pathways ribosome quality control (RQC) and no-go decay (NGD) pathways which 

result in protein and mRNA turnover, respectively. We measured protein expression in 

our constructs containing 2, 4, and 6 CGAs in a ΔHel2 background and we compared it 

to their wild type (WT) counterparts (Figure 2.3.4A). We found that deletion of Hel2 

partially rescued protein expression in the 4xCGA and 6xCGA. We next measured RNA 

expression in our 2xCGA, 4xCGA, and 6xCGA strains and found that RNA expression 

was increased in our 4xCGA and 6xCGA-containing strains but there was no change in 

the 2xCGA strain (Figure 2.3.4B). Together, these results imply Hel2-mediated RQC 

and NGD are partially responsible for the observed decrease in protein and RNA 

expression, respectively, in the wild-type strains. Lastly, we sought to measure the 

impact of Hel2 on elongation time. A recent review by Meydan and Guydosh proposed 

two non-mutually exclusive models of Hel2’s activity on the stability of ribosome 

collisions: (1) Hel2 is necessary to rescue stalled ribosomes and Hel2 deletion would 

result in further buildup of collided ribosomes and (2) Hel2 stabilizes collided ribosomes 

and Hel2 deletion would result in reduced ribosomal pausing (Meydan and Guydosh 

2020). To assess the effect of Hel2 on ribosome pausing and distinguish between these 

two models, we compared the elongation time of our control, 4xCGA, and 6xCGA 

strains between WT and ΔHel2 backgrounds and found no significance in our control 

strain but a decrease in overall elongation time in our 4xCGA and 6xCGA strains when 

expressed in a ΔHel2 background (Figure 2.3.4C). This suggests that Hel2 functions to 

slow down elongation in our CGA-containing strains and is consistent with the second 

proposed model in which Hel2 stabilizes collided ribosomes.  
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2.3.3 Synonymous substitution to nonoptimal codons negatively impacts gene 

expression 

Next, we asked how distributed slowdowns of non-optimal codons impact gene 

expression and elongation time. To study the impact of distributed non-optimal codons, 

we used our optYFP-nLuc construct and synonymously substituted the first 20 of 21 

leucines for a nonoptimal leucine variant (Figure 2.3.5). First, we wanted to determine 

the impact of these synonymous substitutions on overall elongation time. We measured 

the elongation time in each of our strains and compared it to the optimized strain to 

determine the elongation time delay associated with each synonymous substitution 

(Figure 2.3.6A). We found that substitution of the optimal leucine codon TTG for the 

nonoptimal codons CTC and CTT resulted in a significant delay in elongation time of 

approximately 0.5 and 2.5 minutes, respectively. Due to the statistically significant 

differences in elongation time, we selected both the CTC and CTT-containing constructs 

for further study. Next, we measured the impact of codon substitution on protein and 

RNA expression (Figures 2.3.6B and 2.3.6C). As compared to the optimized control, we 

determined that substitution to the CTC codon reduced both protein and mRNA 

expression approximately by 20% and substitution to the CTT codon reduced both 

protein and mRNA expression by 50%. This was distinct from the RQC inducing acute 

stalls that decreased protein production more substantially than they did mRNA 

expression.  

We sought to determine whether the increase in elongation time and decrease in 

protein expression observed was either contributed equally by each non-optimal codon 

or the specific placement of non-optimal codons in the YFP ORF. To assess this, we 
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created a set of chimeric reporters in which the first 10 leucines in the YFP ORF were 

either optimal or nonoptimal followed by the next 10 leucines of the opposite optimality 

(Figure 2.3.5). We hypothesized that if each codon contributed equally to elongation 

time, the elongation time delay of our chimeric constructs would be half of the delay 

between optYFP and YFP[CTT]. Instead, we found that both the elongation delay and 

protein expression of our chimeric YFP[CTT/TTG] closely resembled YFP[CTT] and that 

our chimeric YFP[TTG/CTT] closely resembled YFP[TTG] (Figures 2.3.6D and 2.3.6E, 

left panels). This provides evidence that substitution of leucines to a nonoptimal variant 

in the 5’ half of the YFP ORF is sufficient to drive protein expression and elongation 

time outcomes.  

A recent study by Chu and colleagues showed that poor codons in the 5’ region 

of a transcript could negatively affect translation initiation through ribosome buildup 

preventing initiation from occurring, thereby reducing overall translational output (Chu et 

al. 2014, Hanson and Coller 2018). To test if the observed decrease in protein 

expression was a result of interference with initiation, we inserted a yeast-optimized 

miRFP (315 amino acids) upstream of our optYFP-nLuc and YFP[CTT]-nLuc constructs. 

We hypothesized that if initiation was negatively impacted by ribosome buildup, addition 

of a long yeast-optimized ORF upstream of the nonoptimal YFP[CTT] would rescue 

protein expression as compared to the optimal construct. Instead, we found that a 

statistically significant difference remained between the optimal and CTT-containing 

nonoptimal constructs (Figure 2.3.6E, right panel). Furthermore, we assessed the 

impact on elongation time and found that elongation time was not rescued back to WT 

levels and the magnitude of delay is similar to the YFP[CTT] construct (Figure 2.3.6D, 
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right panel). This suggests that the decrease in protein expression in YFP[TTG] is a 

result of the specific placement of the nonoptimal CTT codons within the 5’ half of the 

YFP ORF.  

 

2.3.4 Gene expression in nonoptimal codon constructs is affected by deletion of 

Dhh1 but not Hel2 

 Lastly, we wanted to investigate if Hel2 or other translation sensors were 

responsible for the negative impacts on gene expression in our nonoptimal codon 

substituted constructs. Of particular interest was the RNA binding protein Dhh1, a 

conserved DEAD-box helicase previously shown to have roles in mRNA decapping and 

translational repression (Carroll et al. 2011, Coller et al. 2001, Fischer and Weis 2002, 

Tseng-Rogenski et al. 2003). Importantly, it has been shown to bind preferentially to 

mRNA with low codon optimality and has been proposed to slow down ribosome 

movement (Sweet et al. 2012, Radhakrishnan et al. 2016). We hypothesized that the 

negative impacts on gene expression observed in YFP[CTC] and YFP[CTT] compared 

to the optYFP control may be a result of either Hel2 or Dhh1 influence. To test this, we 

transformed our optYFP, YFP[CTC], and YFP[CTT] constructs into either a ΔDhh1 or 

ΔHel2 strain.  

 First, we assessed the impact of protein expression on our constructs in a ΔDhh1 

or ΔHel2 strain deletion background (Figure 2.3.7A). Based on Dhh1’s role in mediating 

translation repression of transcripts enriched in nonoptimal codons, we expected to see 

no impact in optYFP and a rescue of protein expression in YFP[CTC] and YFP[CTT]. 

Instead, we found that deletion of Dhh1 slightly increased protein expression in our 
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optYFP construct but decreased protein expression in our YFP[CTC] construct. 

Surprisingly, we found that Hel2 deletion had no statistically significant effect on protein 

expression in any of our constructs. This suggests that the drop in protein expression 

seen in the nonoptimal constructs was not due to a Hel2-mediated mechanism and is 

distinct from our acute CGA-containing constructs. Next, we examined the effect of 

Dhh1 on mRNA expression by comparing WT and ΔDhh1 mRNA levels (Figure 2.3.7B). 

We found that deletion of Dhh1 decreased mRNA expression in our YFP[CTC] 

construct but had no statistically significant difference in the other constructs. The 

negative impact of Dhh1 deletion in our YFP[CTC] construct was of similar magnitude in 

protein and mRNA. This suggests that Dhh1 increases mRNA levels in our YFP[CTC] 

construct, which leads to increased protein expression.  

 Lastly, wanted to determine the impact of ΔDhh1 and ΔHel2 deletion 

backgrounds on elongation time in our substituted leucine constructs. We measured 

elongation delay by comparing the elongation times of our constructs in each deletion 

strain to WT (Figure 2.3.7C). We found that deletion of Dhh1 increased elongation delay 

in our optYFP and YFP[CTC] strains, suggesting that Dhh1 functions to speed up 

elongation in these constructs. We found no statistically significant difference in 

elongation times in our ΔHel2 deletion strains. This is consistent with the ΔHel2 protein 

expression data and supports the idea that a non-Hel2-mediated pathway is responsible 

for the negative impact on gene expression in our substituted leucine constructs.  
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Figure 2.3.1 Assay validation via elongation rate measurements. A: Diagram of 
yeast-optimized constructs of various lengths. Optimized YFP (optYFP) or both optYFP 

and optimized miRFP (miRFP) are set upstream of a nanoluciferase (nLuc) reporter. 
Constructs are expressed from an inducible Tet07 promoter. B: (Top) Representative 

assay data of relative light units (RLU) of each construct over time normalized to 
OD600. (Bottom) Schleif plot and associated trendlines of the top graph. C: Calculated 

elongation rate measurements of optYFP (n=9) and miRFP (n=4) ORFs. Error bars 
indicate SEM.  
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Figure 2.3.2 Diagram of acute CGA stalls and nonoptimal codon substitution. 
(Top) Nonoptimal CGA codons are inserted internally in an ORF resulting in a strong, 
localized stall. (Bottom) Optimal TTG leucine codons are synonymously substituted to 

nonoptimal leucine codon variants, resulting in a general slowdown of elongation.  
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Figure 2.3.3 CGA-derived acute stalls negatively impact gene expression in a 
dose-dependent manner. A: Diagram of optimal and CGA-containing constructs. 

Between 2 and 6 CGAs are inserted between the optYFP and nLuc ORFs. B: Protein 
expression of CGA constructs at T=60 min normalized to optimized control (2xCGA 

n=10, 3xCGA n=8, 4xCGA n=10, 5xCGA n=5, 6xCGA n=10). C: mRNA expression of 
CGA constructs at T=60 min normalized to optimized control. (n=3). C: Elongation delay 

of CGA-containing constructs compared to optimized control. (n=3). All error bars 
indicate SEM. All statistical significances were calculated for each construct using two-

tailed paired Student’s t-Test against optYFP control.   
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Figure 2.3.4 Hel2 deletion rescues protein expression, mRNA expression, and 
elongation time. A: Protein expression fold change of CGA constructs in a ΔHel2 vs 
WT background (2xCGA n=2, 4xCGA n=7, 6xCGA n=7). B: mRNA expression fold 

change of CGA constructs in a ΔHel2 vs WT background (n = 3). C: Elongation delay of 
CGA constructs in a ΔHel2 vs WT background (n = 3). All error bars indicate SEM. All 

statistical significances were calculated for each construct using two-tailed paired 
Student’s t-Test against WT control.   
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Figure 2.3.5 Diagrams of synonymous substituted leucine constructs. A: Diagram 
of synonymously substituted leucine constructs. Yeast-optimized YFP (optYFP) 

contains 21 leucine codons which are marked in orange. The first 20 leucine codons are 
substituted for a nonoptimal leucine variant. Constructs contain an Tet07 inducible 
promoter. B: Table of leucine codons used in this study. The optimal TTG codon is 

present in the optYFP control. Other constructs contain a nonoptimal leucine variant 
which is denoted in brackets. The tRNA Adaptation Index (tAI) is a metric that 

represents codon optimality and ranges from 0 (most nonoptimal) to 1 (most optimal). 
C: Diagram of chimeric leucine constructs. The first 10 leucines are either optimal (TTG) 

or nonoptimal (CTT) followed by 10 leucines of the opposite optimality. Constructs 
contain a Tet07 inducible promoter. D: Diagram of miRFP-containing constructs. A 

yeast-optimized miRFP ORF is placed upstream of either optYFP-nLuc or YFP[CTT]-
nLuc constructs. Addition of the optimized upstream miRFP is hypothesized to mitigate 

the effect of ribosome buildup interfering with initiation. Constructs contain a Tet07 
inducible promoter.   
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Figure 2.3.6 Distributed stalls in the YFP ORF decrease protein expression, mRNA 

expression, and delays elongation time. A: Elongation delay of distributed stall 
constructs compared to optYFP (CTA n=6, CTC n=6, CTG n=5, CTT n=7). The first 20 

out of 21 total optimal TTG leucine codons in optYFP are synonymously substituted to a 
nonoptimal codon specified in brackets. B: Protein expression of distributed stall 

constructs normalized to optYFP control (n=4). C: mRNA expression of distributed stall 
constructs normalized to optYFP control (n=3). D: (Left) Elongation delay 

measurements of chimeric constructs normalized to optYFP control (n=9). (Right) 
Elongation delay measurements of miRFP-YFP[CTT] normalized to miRFP-optYFP 
control (n=6). E: (Left) Protein expression chimeric constructs normalized to optYFP 
control (n=5). (Right) Protein expression of miRFP-YFP[CTT] normalized to miRFP-
optYFP control (n=6). All error bars indicate SEM. All statistical significances were 

calculated for each construct using two-tailed paired Student’s t-Test against optYFP 
control unless otherwise specified.  
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Figure 2.3.7 Dhh1 deletion, but not Hel2 deletion, affects gene expression in 
substitution constructs. A: Protein expression of distributed stall constructs in ΔDhh1 

or ΔHel2 background vs WT (n=5, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 3 from left to right). B: mRNA 
expression fold change of distributed stall constructs in a ΔDhh1 vs WT background (n 

= 5, 5, and 7 from left to right). C: Elongation delay of distributed stall constructs in 
ΔDhh1 or ΔHel2 background vs WT (n= 19, 4, 18, 6, 9, and 5 from left to right). All error 
bars indicate SEM. All statistical significances were calculated for each construct using 

two-tailed paired Student’s t-Test against WT control. 
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2.4 Discussion 

Ribosome stalling and the connected quality control pathways are important for 

recognizing faulty and damaged mRNAs, yet quantitative measurements of how these 

stalls impact translation duration have been lacking. In this study, we developed a 

reporter assay to quantify the in vivo elongation time of various constructs containing 

stalling sequences in S. cerevisiae. Using CGA stalling reporters we find that total 

elongation time increases in a dose-dependent manner corresponding with the number 

of tandem CGA repeats while protein expression decreases logarithmically with 

increasing CGA repeats. Strikingly, we find that mRNA levels stabilize upon reaching a 

specific stall length, suggesting that the stall-activated NGD pathway reaches a 

maximum decay rate at 3x CGA. Interestingly the ~50% reduction in mRNA levels is 

very similar to the mRNA reduction seen from a completely independently designed 

reporter containing 12xCGA (Veltri et al 2021), further supporting NGD may be 

saturated at relatively shorter translational stalls.    

From our synonymous leucine substitution constructs, we find that the 

nonoptimal codon CTT causes substantial delays in elongation time on the order of 

minutes. The elongation delay of ~ 150s for the CTT reporter is very similar to the 

elongation delay for our 4xCGA stalling reporter. Yet these two reporters behave very 

differently as the decrease in protein expression due to CTT could be explained 

completely by decreased mRNA levels, while the 4xCGA decreased protein levels to an 

even larger extent then the ~50% decrease in mRNA levels. This pointed to the 

induction of RQC, which reduces protein expression on the CGA stalls through 

ribosome rescue. Further supporting this induction of RQC on CGA stalls but not CTT 
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stalls, deletion of the RQC factor could partially rescue the mRNA levels and protein 

production of CGA stalls, yet it had no significant effect on protein production and 

elongation times due to non-optimal CTT codons. These data point to further 

differentiation of ribosome stalling beyond just stall duration timing.  

While 20 synonymous Leu codons were changed to poor CTT codons, not all 

non-optimal codons contribute equally to the elongation slowdown. Instead, the second 

set of 10 Leu codons had no measurable effect on elongation or protein production, 

while the first 10 Leu were sufficient to impact elongation and protein production. This 

appear to be caused by local sequence effects and not specifically the poor codons 

being in the 5’ end of the ORF, as adding an upstream miRFP ORF was not able to 

rescue the translation slowdown and reduced protein production. This argues that local 

sequence context is important for determining the effects of codon optimality on gene 

expression. This fits with reports showing that specific combinations of codons modulate 

translation efficiency and mRNA decay (Gamble et al. 2016, Burke et al. 2021). 

 We found that CGA stalls added ~76s per CGA codon to the translation duration 

of the reporter after 3xCGAs. This led to an almost 5 minute lengthening of translation 

duration for a 6xCGA construct. A recent paper by Goldman and colleagues examined 

ribosomal clearance times on mRNA containing difficult-to-translate polyA-containing 

stretches and found it took approximately 10 and 13 minutes for ribosomes to clear off 

50% of transcripts containing poly(A)36 and poly(A)60 stretches, respectively. Their 

finding on delays lasting on the order of minutes is consistent with our findings and 

represents an intriguing observation considering that the average half-life of yeast 

mRNAs is ~10 minutes, suggesting that a significant portion of an mRNA’s half-life can 
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be spent engaged in a ribosomal stall (Chan et al. 2018). Furthermore, we were 

surprised that substitution of a relatively small percentage of codons (20 out of 176 

coding codons in YFP; approximately 11%) was sufficient to increase elongation time by 

minutes. Considering ribosome pauses and their role in co-translational protein folding, 

recognition of localization signals on nascent proteins, and overall protein output, 

inclusion of these significantly-slowing codons may be a useful mechanism to add an 

extended pause on the order of seconds when necessary during elongation with a 

single codon.  

Previous research suggests that Hel2 senses stalled ribosomes and mediates 

surveillance pathways such as RQC and NGD.  Throughout RQC and NGD pathways, 

nascent peptides and detrimental mRNA will be degraded respectively to help cells 

survive. Theoretically, within a Hel2-depletion strain, both protein production and mRNA 

expression will be rescued since we kill RQC and NGD pathways. We found Hel2 

deletion rescues mRNA level back to WT levels, while partially rescuing protein 

expression, which proposes that protein production is influenced by multifaceted ways.  

It is well-confirmed that Hel2 is a necessary factor mediating RQC and NGD 

pathways however its effects on ribosome stalling have been unclear. Two non-mutually 

exclusive models have been proposed: first, since Hel2 is needed to promote the 

rescue of the stalled ribosome in a collision complex, deletion of Hel2 will slow ribosome 

rescue, resulting in accumulated collided ribosomes, which increases elongation delay; 

In second model, we propose that Hel2 is able to sense and stabilize stalled ribosomes 

to prevent further translation. In this scenario, deletion of Hel2 would destabilize collided 

ribosomes, resulting in rescued elongation and shorter elongation delay. In this paper, 
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we quantitatively measure the change of elongation delay after Hel2 depletion and find 

a reduction in the translation duration of CGA stalled sequences. This is distinct from 

mammalian cells, where depletion of the mammalian homolog of Hel2, ZNF598, causes 

further delays in the clearing of ribosomes.  

 It has been previously reported that Dhh1 plays a role in degradation of mRNA 

enriched in nonoptimal codons. We can then predict that Dhh1 deletion would increase 

mRNA expression in our nonoptimal codon-substituted constructs. We were surprised 

to find that Dhh1 deletion instead decreases the expression of the YFP[CTC] construct. 

As the YFP constructs used in this study are all yeast optimized except for the leucine 

codons, it is possible that Dhh1 deletion would only be beneficial for mRNAs more 

enriched in poor codons. Previous work demonstrates a negligible effect of Dhh1 

deletion on mRNA half-life for primarily optimal mRNA (Radhakrishnan et al. 2016). The 

Dhh1 deletion background also presents a slowdown in growth rate compared to the 

wild type (120 minutes per doubling time versus 90 minutes for the wildtype 

background). This general slowdown in growth may result in a small slowdown of 

elongation that, in combination with the slowdown due to CTC codons, results in the 

YFP[CTC] construct slowing down sufficiently to cause increased ribosome collisions 

and reductions in mRNA stability independently of direct effects due to the Dhh1 

deletion. 

Although most studies have investigated Dhh1 with regards to its role in mRNA 

decay and translational repression, Dhh1 has also been shown to promote the 

translation of certain mRNAs as well. It has been previously demonstrated that a subset 

of mRNAs that contain highly-structured 5’UTRs and coding sequences require Dhh1 
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helicase activity for efficient expression (Jungfleisch et al. 2017). Furthermore, Dhh1 

can shift roles in a condition-dependent manner. During nitrogen starvation, Dhh1 is 

required for the efficient expression of autophagy-related proteins Atg1 and Atg13, but 

when nutrients are plentiful Dhh1 encourages ATG mRNA degradation (Liu et al. 2019). 

Overall, this argues that Dhh1 may play context specific roles in translation elongation 

and may be able to speed up elongation in specific sequence contexts. 

 

2.5 Materials and Methods 

Plasmid Preparation and Integration. All plasmids used in this study are listed 

in Table 2.5.1. Plasmids containing synonymous leucine codon substituted YFP (TTG, 

CTA, CTC, CTG, and CTT) and a single-copy yeast integrating plasmid containing a 

pTET07 promoter were provided as a kind gift from Dr. Arvind R. Subramaniam at the 

Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center in Seattle, Washington. Fragments 

containing pTET07, YFP variants, and yeast-optimized nanoluciferase (Promega Cat. 

No. N1141) were amplified using PCR and cloned into the XhoI and HindIII-digested 

single-copy yeast integrating plasmid using Gibson assembly. 

The pAG306-pTet07-YFP[CTT/TTG]-nLuc and pAG306-pTet07-YFP[TTG/CTT]-

nLuc split strains were generated by PCR amplification of the entire backbone of the 

previous pAG306-pTet07-YFP[TTG]-nLuc plasmid beginning at nLuc and ending with 

pTet07, and PCR amplification of the first (1-377 bp from CDS start) and second (378-

714 bp from CDS start) halves of the TTG and CTT YFP variants between the 10th and 

11th leucine codons. These fragments were combined using Gibson assembly. 
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Plasmid variants containing two to six CGA stalls were generated using the 

aforementioned backbone PCR of the pAG306-pTet07-YFP[TTG] plasmid and a PCR 

amplified YFP[TTG] fragment containing two to six CGA repeats as a 3’ overhang. These 

fragments were combined using Gibson assembly.  

All plasmids were linearized using NotI and integrated into yeast by homologous 

recombination. Integrations were screened by growing transformed yeast on synthetic 

complete (SC) dropout plates lacking uracil. These were then frozen down for long-term 

storage in YPD containing 15% v/v glycerol. 

Yeast Strains, Growth, and Media. The background yeast strain w303 

(EY0690) was used for all experiments. Yeast Dhh1 and Hel2 deletion strains were 

created by deleting the endogenous Dhh1 and Hel2 loci, respectively, using pRS315 

(Addgene Plasmid #3974) and screened by growing transformed yeast on SC dropout 

plates lacking leucine. Specific oligos used are listed in Table 3.5.2. Yeast strains were 

frozen down in YPD containing 15% v/v glycerol. 

For cells cultured for use in our reporter assay, cells were streaked out from frozen 

stocks onto YPD Agar plates and grown at 30 °C for two days. These plates were stored 

at 4 °C for up to one month. 

Luciferase-Based Elongation Reporter Assay. Liquid cultures were started 

from single colonies and allowed to grow overnight at 30 °C with shaking until an 

approximate OD600 of 0.3-0.5 after which cultures were divided into two tubes. For one 

of the tubes, 1 µL of a stock solution of anhydrotetracycline (250 µg/mL of ATC 

dissolved in EtOH) was added per mL of culture. Both tubes were returned to 30 °C with 

shaking for five to ten minutes. 90 µL of each culture was added to a 96-well white flat-
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bottom plate (Grainger) and to each well, 10 uL of furimazine (10 mM furimazine stock 

solution dissolved in DMSO diluted 1:200 in YPD), was added. Immediately after 

sample loading, the plate was placed in a 30 °C prewarmed Tecan Infinite® 200 PRO 

plate reader. The following program was used and luminescence measurements were 

taken every 30 or 60 seconds: (1) Kinetic Cycle: [Cycle Duration: 60 minutes, Kinetic 

Interval: 30 or 60 seconds], (2) Shaking: [Duration: 3 seconds, Mode: Orbital, Amplitude 

2 mm], (3) Luminescence: [Attenuation: Automatic, Integration Time: 1000 ms, Settle 

Time: 0 ms]. 

Schleif Plot and Elongation Delay Measurements. The Schleif Plot 

methodology was adapted from Schleif, R., et al. (1973) and slightly modified to assume 

a non-constant basal expression protein level. For each sample, ATC-induced protein 

expression was calculated by subtracting the samples lacking ATC (-ATC) from the 

corresponding samples with ATC (+ATC) across all measured timepoints. Samples 

were then normalized to an OD600 of 1.0 by dividing their protein expression over time 

by their respective ODs. All values were then subtracted by the average RLU of the first 

5 minutes to subtract background. Then, the square root of each value was calculated 

and plotted against time. Values that produced an error due to the square root of a 

negative value were set as “N/A” and avoided in our analysis. From this Schleif plot, we 

identified regions of linearity across our samples and selected a 10-15 minute window 

for analysis. Ideally, these regions of linearity are parallel between each sample and 

contain a minimal amount of noise. For each time window, we created a trendline and 

calculated the X-intercept of the trendline which represented the calculated elongation 

time of the sample. The calculated elongation time of the samples in a single assay 
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were then compared to a control to determine elongation delay. These elongation delay 

measurements were then compared across assays and aggregated to determine the 

average elongation delay associated with the specific construct.  

RNA Extraction and Real Time qPCR. Yeast pellets were collected from 

samples 60-minutes post-ATC addition by spinning 1-1.5 mL of liquid culture at 3000 x 

g for 2 minutes and discarding the supernatant. These yeast pellets were then flash 

frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 °C until RNA extraction. RNA was extracted 

from yeast pellets using the MasterPure™ Yeast RNA Purification Kit (Lucigen Cat. No. 

MPY03100) according to the manufacturer's instructions. RNA quality and concentration 

was assessed using a Nanodrop.  

RNA samples were subjected to DNase digestion using RQ1 RNase-free DNase 

(Promega) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. cDNA was prepared from equal 

amounts of RNA from each sample using Protoscript II Reverse Transcriptase (New 

England Biolabs Cat. No. M0368X) and an oligo dT(18) primer according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions. RT-qPCR was done using a home-brew recipe with SYBR 

Green at a final concentration of 0.5X (Thermo Fisher S7564). Primers specific for 

nanoluciferase and actin are described in Table 3.5.2. mRNA levels were normalized to 

ACT1 abundance and fold change was calculated by a standard Ct analysis. 
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Table 3.5.1 List of plasmids used in elongation study 

Construct Name Identifier Plasmid 

nLuc ZP427 pAG306-pTet-nLuc 

optYFP ZP436 pAG306-pTet-YFP[TTG]-nLuc 

2xCGA ZP464 pAG306-pTet-YFP[TTG]-2xCGA-nLuc 

3xCGA ZP486 pAG306-pTet-YFP[TTG]-3xCGA-nLuc 

4xCGA ZP465 pAG306-pTet-YFP[TTG]-4xCGA-nLuc 

5xCGA ZP487 pAG306-pTet-YFP[TTG]-5xCGA-nLuc 

6xCGA ZP466 pAG306-pTet-YFP[TTG]-6xCGA-nLuc 

YFP[CTA] ZP432 pAG306-pTet-YFP[CTA]-nLuc 

YFP[CTC] ZP433 pAG306-pTet-YFP[CTC]-nLuc 

YFP[CTT] ZP434 pAG306-pTet-YFP[CTT]-nLuc 

YFP[CTG] ZP435 pAG306-pTet-YFP[CTG]-nLuc 

YFP[CTT/TTG] ZP513 pAG306-pTet-splitYFP[CTT/TTG]-nLuc 

YFP[TTG/CTT] ZP515 pAG306-pTet-splitYFP[TTG/CTT]-nLuc 

miRFP-optYFP ZP531 pAG306-pTet-miRFP-YFP[TTG]-nLuc 

miRFP-YFP[CTT] ZP530 pAG306-pTet-miRFP-YFP[CTT]-nLuc 

 

 

Table 3.5.2 List of primers used in elongation study 

Primer Name Identifier Sequence 

Actin Fwd 
ZO83 
qAct1_F 

CTGCCGGTATTGACCAAACT 

Actin Rev 
ZO84 
qAct1_R 

CGGTGATTTCCTTTTGCATT 

nLuc Fwd 
ZO553 
q_nLuc_F 

TGGTGATCAAATGGGTCAAA 

nLuc Rev 
ZO544 
q_nLuc_R 

CCTTCATAAGGACGACCAAA 

Hel2 Deletion 
Fwd 

ZO1186 
Hel2prF 

CTAATGCTATTGTCAGTTACAGGTTAGAAATA 
TATTTCCAA CGG ATC CCC GGG TTA ATT AA 

Hel2 Deletion Rev 
ZO1187 
Hel2prR 

CGAAAAAATAGTGGCTATACTTCTTTTCAA 
GAATTAGG GAA TTC GAG CTC GTT TAA AC 

Dhh1 Deletion 
Fwd 

ZO113 
Dhh1prF 

ATCCCAGGCCTAAAATACGACAAGAAAGAAA 
ATAGTAGTA CGG ATC CCC GGG TTA ATT AA 

Dhh1 Deletion 
Rev 

ZO114 
Dhh1prR 

GCGTATCTCACCACAGTAGTTATTTTTTCTT 
AGATATTCT GAA TTC GAG CTC GTT TAA AC 
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CHAPTER 3: Mechanisms of mRNP-directed localization of mRNAs in 
glucose starvation 

 
3.1 Chapter Summary 

Glucose deprivation in yeast leads to a rapid shutdown of canonical cap 

dependent translation initiation (Wek 2018, Simpson & Ashe 2012, Gordiyenko et al. 

2019). During this time, many preexisting mRNAs are sequestered into cytoplasmic 

messenger ribonucleoprotein (mRNP) granules, such as P-bodies (PBs) and stress 

granules (SGs) (Buchan & Parker 2009, Khong et al. 2017, Teixeira et al. 2005, Jain et 

al. 2016, Guzikowski et al. 2019, Protter & Parker 2016). Specific classes of mRNAs are 

rapidly transcribed however some are translationally inhibited and sequestered into 

mRNP granules while others are translationally active and excluded from mRNP 

granules (Zid & O’Shea 2014). While transcriptomics of mRNP granules reveals 

correlations between transcript length, translation efficiency, and likelihood of 

localization to mRNP granules, the exact mechanism by which stress-induced mRNAs 

are either destined for translation inhibition and localization to mRNP granules or active 

translation and exclusion from mRNP granules remains unclear.  

In this chapter, two projects that seek to discover the mechanisms underlying the 

relationship between translatability and mRNP localization during acute glucose 

starvation are discussed. In section 3.2 The Role of Rvb1/2 in Driving Cytoplasmic 

Granular Localization, we investigate how the SG-enriched proteins Rvb1 and Rvb2 

function to direct cytoplasmic localization of newly transcribed alternative glucose 

metabolism genes. Our work suggests that Rvb1/2 suppresses translation of new 

transcripts and directs their localization into mRNP granules during glucose starvation. 

In section 3.3 Poor mRNA Translatability During Glucose Starvation Drives mRNP 
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Granule Localization, we disentangle the relationship between translatability and 

subcellular localization during acute glucose starvation. Preliminary work suggests that 

inhibition of translation increases the proportion of newly transcribed mRNAs localizing 

to mRNPs, indicating that poor translatability is sufficient to drive mRNP inclusion of 

mRNAs during stress conditions.  

 

3.2 The Role of Rvb1/2 in Driving Cytoplasmic Granular Localization  

Introduction  

Cells need to rapidly adapt their transcriptomes and proteomes to changing 

environmental conditions to maintain cellular homeostasis. During the onset of acute 

stress conditions, including nutrient starvation, heat shock, and osmotic stresses, 

translation initiation is quickly inhibited through the phosphorylation of eIF2A, preventing 

the formation of a functional ternary complex (Wek 2018, Simpson & Ashe 2012, 

Gordiyenko et al. 2019). Concurrently during conditions of acute glucose deprivation, 

certain classes of stress response genes are transcriptionally induced, including heat 

shock genes and alternative glucose metabolism genes (Hahn & Thiele 2004, Hahn et 

al. 2004, Zid & O’Shea 2014, Nadal et al. 2011). However, these classes of genes differ 

in cytoplasmic fate: heat shock genes such as HSP30 and HSP26 are actively 

translated whereas alternative glucose metabolism genes such as GLC3 and HXK1 are 

translationally repressed. Furthermore, the subcellular localization of these stress 

response genes differs as well. Stress granules (SGs) and P-Bodies (PBs) are two well-

known stress-induced cytoplasmic phase separated mRNP granules which are formed 

primarily from disordered proteins and long, non-translating mRNAs (Buchan & Parker 
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2009, Khong et al. 2017, Teixeira et al. 2005, Jain et al. 2016, Guzikowski et al. 2019, 

Protter & Parker, 2016). Transcriptomics on SG-localized mRNAs found that about 10% 

of bulk mRNA molecules are present in SGs and most mRNAs localize to SGs but the 

efficiency varies greatly (Khong et al. 2017). It has been previously shown that HSP30 

and HSP26 mRNAs are excluded from these granules whereas GLC3 and HXK1 

mRNAs are partitioned into these granules.  

Previously, we have shown that promoter sequences are sufficient to drive 

cytoplasmic fate during glucose starvation in yeast. In specific, stress-induced mRNAs 

showed two different responses: mRNAs of most heat shock genes (Class I, e.g. 

HSP30 and HSP26) were transcriptionally induced, translationally active, and were 

excluded from mRNPs; Class II mRNAs, enriched in alternative glucose metabolism 

genes (e.g. GLC3 and HXK1), were transcriptionally induced, translationally inactive, 

and were sequestered in both SGs and PBs. As promoter sequences and translation 

machinery are compartmentally distinct, with promoter sequences exclusively residing 

in the nucleus and translation machinery in the cytoplasm, this finding suggested the 

existence of a promoter-specific trans-acting factor co-transcriptionally loaded onto 

mRNAs prior to nuclear export that functioned to direct translatability and cytoplasmic 

localization. 

Proteomic analysis of SGs found that both yeast and mammalian SGs were 

enriched for Rvb1 and Rvb2 (RuvbL1 and RuvbL2 in mammals, respectively), two 

highly conserved AAA+ (ATPases Associated with various cellular Activities) proteins 

with functions in chromatin remodeling and other nuclear pathways (Jain et al. 2016, 

Huen et al. 2010, Jha & Dutta 2009, Nano & Houry 2013, Tian et al. 2017). Structural 
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studies of the Rvb complex have shown that it forms a dodecamer composed of a 

hexameric Rvb1 ring stack on a hexameric Rvb2 ring. Furthermore, Rvb1/2 have been 

shown to regulate the dynamics and size of SGs (Narayanan et al. 2019, Zaarur et al. 

2015). Using a novel proteomics-based screening method to identify co-transcriptionally 

loaded protein factors, we found that Rvb1 and Rvb2 were enriched on transcripts from 

Class II promoters as compared to transcripts from Class I promoters. Additionally, 

using both chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) and RNA immunoprecipitation (RIP), 

we found Rvb1/2 to be enriched on Class II promoters and Class II-promoted mRNAs 

during glucose starvation. Rvb1/2’s DNA interactions, RNA interactions, and their role in 

SG dynamics suggests the potential of Rvb1/2 as a factor that may contribute to 

promoter-specified cytoplasmic fate. In this section, we explore the effect of Rvb1/2 in 

directing subcellular localization of newly transcribed mRNAs during glucose starvation. 

We find that artificially tethering Rvb1 or Rvb2 to a Class I promoter-driven mRNA 

significantly increases its granule localization during glucose starvation. 

 

Results 

To investigate how Rvb1 and Rvb2 can affect subcellular localization of mRNAs, 

we created a construct with a HSP30 promoter (Class I), nanoluciferase ORF, a PP7 

stem loop, and MS2 stem loops (Figure 3.2.1). The HSP30 promoter has been shown to 

be sufficient to drive stress-induced transcription, active translation, and exclusion from 

mRNA granules during glucose starvation (Zid & O’Shea 2014). This construct was 

transformed into a yeast strain expressing Rvb1 C-terminally fused to PP7 coat protein 

(PCP; Rvb1-PCP), Rvb2 C-terminally fused to PCP (Rvb2-PCP), or neither protein 
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containing a PCP (PP7 ctrl). The PCP fused to either Rvb1 or Rvb2 would bind to the 

PP7 stem loop found in the transcript. Additionally, each yeast strain expressed GFP-

MCP and Dcp2-RFP to fluorescently label mRNA and PBs, respectively. As Rvb1 and 

Rvb2 did not display strong binding to the promoters and mRNAs of Class I genes (e.g. 

HSP30), we specifically tethered Rvb1 and Rvb2 to a Class I promoter-driven mRNA to 

see how it would affect localization. 

We found that tethering Rvb1/Rvb2 significantly increases the granular 

localization of our construct as compared to the PP7 control strain in glucose starvation. 

Only 4% of cells in the PP7 control strain contained HSP30 promoter-driven mRNA-

containing granules whereas the percentage increased to 27% for Rvb1-tethered mRNA 

and 39% for Rvb2-tethered mRNA (Figures 3.2.2 and 3.2.3). Furthermore, most of the 

mRNA-containing granules do not colocalize with PBs, suggesting that these foci are 

distinct from PBs.   

 

Discussion 

Here, our results demonstrate a novel function of the AAA+ ATPases Rvb1 and 

Rvb2 in cytoplasmic localization of transcripts into mRNP granules. We showed that 

tethering Rvb1 or Rvb2 to a HSP30-promoted mRNA, which normally exhibits active 

translation and exclusion from mRNP granules, was sufficient to significantly increase 

the localization of mRNAs to mRNP granules during glucose starvation. Other work 

described in the paper showed that tethering Rvb1 or Rvb2 to mRNAs significantly 

increased transcription but decreased translation of bound mRNAs. These functions of 

transcription induction, translation inhibition, and mRNP-localization are characteristics 
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of the behavior of observed in Class II promoted-genes during glucose starvation and 

may explain how Class I genes are differentiated from Class II genes. Furthermore, this 

finding, combined with other findings discussed in the paper on the enrichment of 

Rvb1/2 on promoters of Class II alternative glucose metabolism genes and mRNA, 

suggests Rvb1/2’s role in coupling transcription, translation, and localization of Class II 

genes during glucose starvation. 

Taken together, we hypothesize a model where Rvb1/2 are co-transcriptionally 

loaded onto Class II-promoted mRNAs prior to nuclear export and upon reaching the 

cytoplasm, inactivates translation and directs localization to mRNP granules. The 

coupling of transcription and cytoplasmic fate may be an adaptive mechanism for cells 

to both mitigate stress and prepare for the post-stress recovery. For example, allowing 

active translation of stress response factors to mitigate immediate cellular stresses 

while preventing translation of genes which may play a role in stress recovery once the 

stressor has abated. We find that Rvb1/2 are enriched at promoters of alternative 

glucose metabolism genes during glucose starvation but it would be interesting to see if 

Rvb1/2 are recruited to other types of genes upon different stressors, such as heat 

shock and oxidative stress. Additionally, further experiments must be done to determine 

how Rvb1/2 are recruited to Class II promoters and how it functions to inhibit translation 

and direct mRNP granule localization during stress conditions. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Yeast Strains and Plasmids. All yeast strains, plasmids, and oligonucleotides 

used in this study are listed in Table 3.2.1, Table 3.2.2, and Table 3.2.3, respectively. 
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The yeast background strain W303 (EY0690) was used for all experiments. 

Transformed yeast strains were created through genomic integration of a linearized 

plasmid using homologous recombination. In yeast cloning for the C-terminal fusion on 

endogenous proteins (e.g. Rvb1-PCP, Rvb2-PCP), we used plasmids of the Pringle 

pFA6a and pKT systems, gifts from the E. K. O’Shea laboratory and the K. Thorn 

laboratory. We modified the pFA6a and pKT plasmids by inserting in peptides of interest 

into the plasmids. The primers used to amplify the fragments from these plasmids 

contain 2 parts from 3’ to 5’: a uniform homolog sequence to amplify the plasmid and a 

homolog sequence to direct insertion of the fragments to the genomic loci of interest. 

The fragments were transformed into yeast and integrated into the genome via 

homologous recombination. The integrations were confirmed by genomic DNA PCR 

(Yeast DNA Extraction Kit from Thermo Fisher). In the cloning of the reporter strains, we 

used a strain that was derived from W303 and has one copy of a genomic insertion of 

MYOpr-MS2CP-2xGFP and an endogenous fusion protein Dcp2-mRFP, as the 

background strain. Further, we transformed the linearized MS2-loop-containing reporter 

plasmids into the strain by restriction digestion and genomic integration. To generate 

the MS2-loop-containing reporter plasmids, we started from the plasmid ZP15 pRS305-

12XMS2-tAdh1. ZP15 was linearized by the restriction enzymes SacII and NotI (New 

England Biosciences). Promoter fragments, nanoluciferase-PEST CDS fragments were 

inserted into linearized ZP15 using Gibson Assembly. Promoter sequences were 

amplified by PCR from W303 genomic DNA. Nanoluciferase-PEST CDS was amplified 

by PCR from a geneblock. To generate the PP7-MS2-containing reporter plasmids 

(ZP296 pRS305-HSP30prUTR-nLuc-PEST-1xPP7-12xMS2-tAdh1), ZO680 and ZO679 
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were first annealed using the primer annealing protocol described by Thermo Fisher. 

ZP15 was linearized by restriction digest using BamHI and NotI (New England 

Biosciences). Promoter fragments, nanoluciferase-PEST CDS fragments were inserted 

into linearized ZP440 using Gibson assembly.  

Yeast Growth and Media. For cells cultured in functional experiments, cells 

were streaked out on yeast extract peptone dextrose (YPD) agarose plates (BD 

Biosciences) from frozen stocks and grew at 30°C for 2 days. Single colonies were 

selected to start overnight cultures for each biological replicate. Cells were grown at 

30°C in a spinning rotor in synthetic complete glucose media (SCD media: yeast 

nitrogen base from RPI, glucose from Sigma-Aldrich, Hopkin’s Synthetic Complete 

Amino Acid Mixture from Sunrise Sciences). When the OD660 of cells reached 0.4, half 

of the culture was harvested as the pre-starved sample. The remaining half of the 

culture was transferred to prewarmed synthetic complete media lacking glucose (SC -G 

media) by centrifugation. Cells were centrifuged at 3000 x g, washed once using SC -G 

media, and resuspended in SC -G media to an equivalent volume as the pre-starved 

sample in SCD media. Glucose starvation was performed in a spinning rotor at 30°C. 

The duration of glucose starvation varied from 15 to 30 minutes depending on 

experiment.  

Live-Cell Microscopy and Analysis. Cells were grown to an OD660 to ~0.4 in 

SCD medium at 30°C and glucose-starved in SC -G medium for 15 and 30 minutes. 100 

μL of cell culture was loaded onto a 96-well glass-bottom microplate (Cellvis). Cells 

were imaged using an Eclipse Ti-E microscope (Nikon) with an oil-immersion 63x 
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objective. Imaging was controlled using NIS-Elements software (Nikon). Imaging 

analysis was performed on Fiji software.  
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Figure 3.2.1 Schematic of Rvb1/2 constructs. Construct consists of a HSP30 
promoter (Class I), nanoluciferase CDS, PP7 stem loop, and 12 tandem MS2 stem 

loops. Rvb1 or Rvb2 are C-terminally fused with PP7 coat protein (CP). Upper panel 
shows plasmid construct and co-expressed fusion Rvb proteins. Lower panel shows 

tethering of Rvb1-CP fusion to the transcribed mRNA.  
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Figure 3.2.2 Live imaging of 30-minute glucose starved yeast. Live images of yeast 
showing the subcellular localization of the HSP30-promoter driven mRNA after 30 

minutes of glucose starvation. Reporter mRNAs are labeled using expressed MCP-GFP 
binding to MS2 stem loops in the mRNA. P-bodies are labeled by the p-body marker 

Dcp2 fused to mCherry. PP7 Ctrl: negative control, neither Rvb1 or Rvb2 is used to PP7 
coat protein (PCP). PP7+Rvb1-PCP: Rvb1 is tethered to construct mRNA. PP7-Rvb2-

PCP: Rvb2 is tethered to construct mRNA. 
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Figure 3.2.3 Quantification of foci after 30-minute glucose starvation. 
Quantification of reporter mRNA-containing granules and p-bodies after 30 minutes of 
glucose starvation. Cells with foci: percentage of cells that contain at least one mRNA-
containing granule. Cells with non-P-body foci: Percentage of cells that contain at least 
one mRNA-containing granule and have no colocalization with P-bodies. N=200. Error 
bars are from 2 biological replicates. 
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Table 3.2.1 List of yeast strains used in Rvb study 
 
 

Identifier Genotype 

W303 (EY0690) MATa trp1 leu2 ura3 his3 can1 GAL+ psi+ 

ZY18 W303; MYO2pr-MCP-2xGFP; Dcp2-RFP 

ZY266 ZY18; HSP30prUTR-nLucPEST-1xPP7-12xMS2-tADH1 

ZY314 ZY18; Rvb1-PCP-6xHis; HSP30prUTR-nLucPEST-1xPP7-12xMS2-tADH1 

ZY315 ZY18; Rvb2-PCP-6xHis; HSP30prUTR-nLucPEST-1xPP7-12xMS2-tADH1 

ZY316 ZY18; Rvb1-PCP-6xHis 

ZY317 ZY18; Rvb2-PCP-6xHis 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 3.2.2 List of plasmids used in Rvb study 
 
 

Identifier Construct 

ZP15 pRS305-12xMS2-tADH1 

ZP296 pRS305-HSP30prUTR-nLucPEST-1xPP7-12xMS2-tADH1 

ZP311 pKT-PCP-6xHis-tADH1 

ZP440 pRS305-1xPP7-12xMS2-tADH1 
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Table 3.2.3 List of primers used in Rvb study 
 
 

Identifier Description Sequence 

ZO463 Amplifies nLucPEST (F) ATGGTTTTTACTTTAGAAGATTTTG 

ZO464 Amplifies nLucPEST with 
homology to reporter vector (R) 

ATCCACTAGTTCTAGAGCTTAAACAT
TAATACGAGCAGAAG 

ZO470 Amplifies HSP30prUTR with 
homology to reporter vector (R) 

TCTAAAGTAAAAACCATTTGAAATTT
GTTGTTTTTAGTAATCAA 

ZO679 PP7 stem loop with NotI/BamHI 
overhangs (F) 

GGCCGCTTAAGGAGTTTATATGGAA
ACCCTTAG 

ZO680 PP7 stem loop with NotI/BamHI 
overhangs (R) 

GATCCTAAGGGTTTCCATATAAACTC
CTTAAGC 

ZO802 Rvb1 C-terminal tagging of pKT 
vector 

AAGGTCAACAAAGATTTTAGAAACTT
CCGCAAATTATTTGGGTGACGGTGC
TGGTTTA 

ZO803 Rvb1 C-terminal tagging of pKT 
vector 

TATTTTTATTTATGAAATGTGCTTTAG
GCTTTCTTCACTGTCGATGAATTCGA
GCTCG 

ZO804 Rvb2 C-terminal tagging of pKT 
vector 

TGCTAAATCAGCAGACCCTGATGCC
ATGGATACTACGGAAGGTGACGGTG
CTGGTTTA 

ZO805 Rvb2 C-terminal tagging of pKT 
vector 

TATATATTTGATGCAATTTCTGCCTT
AAAGTACAAAATGCTCGATGAATTCG
AGCTCG 

ZO966 Amplifies HSP30prUTR with 
homology to reporter vector (F) 

TCACTATAGGGCGAATTGGAGCTCC
ACCGCCCTTTCTTCAAAAGTAGAAAA
CTTG 
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3.3 Poor mRNA Translatability During Glucose Starvation Drives mRNP Granule 

Localization 

Introduction 

Processing bodies (PBs) and stress granules (SGs) are cytoplasmic, phase-

separated messenger ribonucleoprotein (mRNP) granules that form during stress 

conditions in eukaryotic cells. These mRNP granules are enriched in proteins containing 

intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs) and long, non-translating mRNAs (Jain et al. 

2016, Khong et al. 2017, Guzikowski et al. 2019, Buchan & Parker 2009). 

Transcriptomics on SGs has shown that up to 10% of the bulk mRNA in the cell are 

sequestered into these granules; most mRNA species are represented however the 

efficiency to which they are sequestered varies greatly. It has been previously shown 

that certain mRNAs, especially those undergoing active translation during stress 

conditions such as stress response genes, are excluded from mRNP granules and 

remain diffuse in the cytoplasm (Khong et al. 2017, Zid & O’Shea 2014).  

There is a strong correlation between translatability and mRNP localization: 

translationally active mRNAs are excluded from mRNP granules whereas translationally 

inactive mRNAs are sequestered into mRNP granules. Indeed, a current model of 

mRNA integration into SGs theorizes that ribosomes prevent mRNAs from condensing 

into aggregates by limiting exposed coding regions that can form RNA-RNA interactions 

which are crucial for SG formation (Van Treeck et al. 2018, Moon et al. 2019, Lee & 

Seydoux 2019). As canonical translation initiation is inhibited upon the onset of stress, 

ribosomes will run off most transcripts, shifting them to an inactive translation state, 

leaving them devoid of ribosomes, and exposing them to RNA-RNA interactions. While 
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this model suggests that mRNP granule localization is a consequence of poor 

translatability, direct evidence of this relationship has been lacking. 

Previously, our lab has shown that promoter sequences were sufficient to control 

both translatability and subcellular localization during glucose starvation (Zid & O’Shea 

2014). In particular, HSP30’s promoter has been shown to drive active transcription, 

translation, and exclusion of mRNAs from mRNP granules. We reasoned that if active 

translation was necessary for exclusion from mRNP granules, inhibition of translation 

would lead to sequestration to mRNP granules. In this section, we explore the 

relationship between translatability and mRNP granule localization during glucose 

starvation through translation inhibition of a normally well-translated and mRNP granule-

excluded mRNA. Preliminary data suggests that inhibiting translation through the 

addition of a GC-rich stem loop at the translation start site significantly increases mRNP 

granule localization of our HSP30 promoter-driven mRNA construct. 

 

Results 

 We created a construct in which we inserted the endogenous yeast HSP30 

promoter and 5’UTR upstream of a cyan fluorescent protein (CFP) open reading frame 

(ORF) (Figure 3.3.1). We attached 12 tandem MS2 stem loops to the 3’ end of our 

construct for mRNA visualization through expression of a MS2 Coat Protein (MCP) and 

green fluorescent protein (GFP) fusion protein. To inhibit translation, we inserted a SfiI 

restriction site upstream of the CFP or nLuc ORFs (between positions -7 and -6); a 

construct that lacked this SfiI restriction site was used as a control. Addition of an SfiI 

restriction site proximal to the AUG start codon has been shown to strongly inhibit 
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protein expression levels of its corresponding downstream gene in yeast (Lamping et al. 

2013).  

 As an initial assessment, we tested protein expression of a nLuc-containing 

construct to confirm if protein expression was inhibited. We found that addition of a 

proximal SfiI restriction site strongly inhibited protein expression of our nLuc-containing 

construct after 20 minutes of glucose starvation, down to approximately 1% of the 

control expression (data not shown). As we confirmed that protein expression was 

inhibited, we then assessed how mRNP granule localization was affected. We imaged 

yeast cells after 20 minutes of glucose starvation and quantified the number of cells that 

contained granules enriched in our CFP-containing mRNA (Figure 3.3.2). Addition of the 

SfiI restriction site significantly increased the percentage of cells expressing construct 

mRNA-containing granules (Figure 3.3.3).  

 

Discussion 

 Current models of mRNA localization during acute stress conditions point to 

ribosome runoff as a prerequisite to mRNP localization. Our preliminary data shows that 

in constructs where translation is strongly inhibited, localization of construct mRNA to 

mRNP granules significantly increased, consistent with current models. A more 

nuanced look at mechanisms of mRNA localization during stress suggests that active 

translation may not be necessary for mRNP exclusion but instead ribosome loading on 

mRNAs to prevent RNA-RNA interactions may be the driving factor. Indeed, it has been 

shown that addition of the drug cycloheximide, a translation elongation inhibitor, 

abolishes and prevents formation of SGs (Mollet et al. 2008, Kedersha et al. 2005, 
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Aulas et al. 2017). In arresting elongating ribosomes on mRNAs, mRNAs are unable to 

create RNA-RNA interactions to nucleate SGs. Under normal stress conditions, mRNAs 

undergoing continual translation initiation and elongation will be excluded from SGs 

while other mRNAs will eventually become devoid of ribosomes and sequester into 

SGs. Further work is necessary to characterize the factors that determine if an mRNA 

will be actively translated or be translationally inhibited. 

 

Materials and Methods 

 Yeast Strains and Plasmids. All yeast strains, plasmids, and oligonucleotides 

used in this study are listed in Table 3.3.1, Table 3.3.2, and Table 3.3.3, respectively. 

The yeast background strain W303 (EY0690) was used for all experiments. 

Transformed yeast strains were created through genomic integration of a linearized 

plasmid using homologous recombination. In the cloning of the reporter strains, we used 

a strain that was derived from W303 and has one copy of a genomic insertion of 

MYOpr-MS2CP-2xGFP and an endogenous fusion protein Dcp2-mRFP, as the 

background strain (ZY18). To generate the reporter plasmids, we started from the 

plasmids ZP27 pRS305-HSP30prUTR-CFP-12xMS2(v4) and ZP207 pRS305-

HSP30prUTR-nLucPEST-12xMS2(v4). We used PCR and primers targeting the 

beginning of either the CFP or nLucPEST CDS as the forward primer and a primer 

targeting HSP30 5’UTR as the reverse primer to linearize the plasmid. SfiI restriction 

sites (CCGGCGAGCCCGG) were incorporated into PCR primers as an overhang and 

joined together via using Hi-Fi DNA Assembly Master Mix (New England Biosciences). 
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 Yeast Media and Growth. For cells cultured in functional experiments, cells 

were streaked out on yeast extract peptone dextrose (YPD) agarose plates (BD 

Biosciences) from frozen stocks and grew at 30°C for 2 days. Single colonies were 

selected to start overnight cultures for each biological replicate. Cells were grown at 

30°C in a spinning rotor in synthetic complete glucose media (SCD media: yeast 

nitrogen base from RPI, glucose from Sigma-Aldrich, Hopkin’s Synthetic Complete 

Amino Acid Mixture from Sunrise Sciences).  

 Nanoluciferase Protein Expression Assay. Yeast cultures were grown 

overnight at 30°C in a spinning rotor. When the OD600 of cells reached 0.5, the culture 

was transferred to prewarmed synthetic complete media lacking glucose (SC -G media) 

by centrifugation. Cells were centrifuged at 3000 x g, washed once using SC -G media, 

and resuspended in SC -G media to the same volume taken for glucose starvation. 

Tubes were placed back into a spinning rotor at 30°C for 15 minutes. 90 μL of each 

culture was placed in separate wells in a 96-well white flat bottom plate (Grainger) and 

to each well, 10 μL of Nano-Glo Luciferase Substrate (Promega; 1:100 Nano-Glo 

Luciferase Substrate in Nano-Glo Luciferase Assay Buffer) was added. The plate was 

loaded onto a Tecan Infinite 200Pro prewarmed to 30°C and the following Tecan i-

control script was used: (1) Kinetic Cycle: [Cycle Duration: 5 minutes, Kinetic Interval: 

30 seconds], (2) Shaking: [Duration: 3 seconds, Mode: Orbital, Amplitude 2 mm], (3) 

Luminescence: [Attenuation: Automatic, Integration Time: 1000 ms, Settle Time: 0 ms]. 

Protein expression at the 5-minute timepoint was used for normalization. 

Live-Cell Microscopy and Analysis. Yeast cultures were grown overnight to an 

OD600 of ~0.2 in SCD medium at 30°C and glucose-starved in SC -G medium for 20 
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minutes. 100 μL of cell culture was loaded onto a 96-well glass-bottom microplate 

(Cellvis). Cells were imaged using an Eclipse Ti-E microscope (Nikon) with an oil-

immersion 63x objective. Imaging was controlled using NIS-Elements software (Nikon). 

Imaging analysis was performed on Fiji software.  
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Figure 3.3.1 Schematic of SfiI reporter construct. Left panel: Schematic of SfiI 
reporter constructs containing yeast endogenous HSP30 promoter and 5’UTR, SfiI 
restriction site, CFP open reading frame, and 12 tandem MS2 stem loops. The SfiI 

restriction site is placed proximal to the AUG translation start site at between positions -
7 and -6. MS2 stem loops are recognized and bound by expressed MS2 coat protein 

fused to GFP for subcellular visualization of mRNA localization. Right panel: 
representation of the SfiI restriction site that forms a GC-rich stem loop. 
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Figure 3.3.2 Live imaging of 20-minute glucose starved yeast. Live images of yeast 
showing the subcellular localization of the SfiI-containing constructs after 20 minutes of 
glucose starvation. Reporter mRNAs are labeled using expressed MCP-GFP binding to 
MS2 stem loops in the mRNA. P-bodies are labeled by the p-body marker Dcp2 fused 
to mCherry. CFP Control: HSP30-promoter driven construct lacking SfiI stem loops. 

SfiI(AUG)-CFP: HSP30-promoter driven construct containing a SfiI stem loop proximal 
to the AUG start codon. Scale bar represents 5 microns. 
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Figure 3.3.3 Quantification of foci after 20-minute glucose starvation. Comparison 
of reporter mRNA-containing foci after 20 minutes of glucose starvation. Each stressed 
cell was quantified based on if it contained at least one reporter mRNA-containing foci. 
CFP Control: reporter construct lacking a SfiI restriction site. N=587 from 3 biological 

replicates. SfiI(AUG)-CFP: reporter construct containing a SfiI restriction site proximal to 
the AUG translation start site. N=532 from 6 biological replicates. Error bars represent 

standard deviation. 
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Table 3.3.1 List of yeast strains used in SfiI study 
 
 

Identifier Genotype 

W303 (EY0690) MATa trp1 leu2 ura3 his3 can1 GAL+ psi+ 

ZY18 W303; MYO2pr-MCP-2xGFP; Dcp2-RFP 

ZY26 ZY18; HSP30prUTR-CFP-12xMS2(v4) 

ZY193 ZY18; HSP30prUTR-nLucPEST-12xMS2(v4) 

ZY330 ZY18; SfiI(AUG)_HSP30prUTR-CFP-12xMS2(v4) 

ZY332 ZY18; SfiI(AUG)_HSP30prUTR-nLucPEST-12xMS2(v4) 

 
 
 

 
Table 3.3.2 List of plasmids used in SfiI study 

 
 

Identifier Construct 

ZP15 pRS305-12xMS2(v4) 

ZP27 pRS305-HSP30prUTR-CFP-12xMS2(v4) 

ZP207 pRS305-HSP30prUTR-nLucPEST-12xMS2(v4) 

ZP336 SfiI(AUG)_HSP30prUTR-CFP-12xMS2 

ZP338 SfiI(AUG)_HSP30prUTR-nLucPEST-12xMS2 

 
 
 
 

Table 3.3.3 List of primers used in SfiI study 
 
 

Identifier Description Sequence 

ZO663 Amplifies HSP30 5’UTR and 
adds SfiI overhang (R) 

GGCCCGAGCGGCCTTTGTTGTTTT
TAGTAATCAAAAGATATTAAAG 

ZO664 Amplifies CFP and adds SfiI 
overhang (F) 

AAAGGCCGCTCGGGCCTTTCAAAT
GTCTAAGGGTGAAGAATT 

ZO812 Sequencing primer: downstream 
of HSP30 promoter (F) 

GAGAGTCTTCAATTATTTAGCG 

ZO813 Sequencing primer: upstream of 
CFP (R) 

GTGACCGTTAACGTCACC 

ZO814 Sequencing primer: upstream of 
nLuc (R) 

GATCTAAATTATAACCAGCAG 

ZO815 Amplifies nLuc and adds SfiI 
overhang (F) 

AAAGGCCGCTCGGGCCTTTCAAAT
GGTTTTTACTTTAGAAG 
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CHAPTER 4: Future Directions and Concluding Remarks 

4.1 Future Directions 

 The development of an in vivo eukaryotic elongation reporter is an important next 

step in unraveling the complexities in protein translation regulation. While we have 

demonstrated its use in studying codons and elongation stalls in their relation to rescue 

pathways and effects on gene expression, much work remains in both the improvement 

of our assay and the potential this tool represents. One major improvement area is to 

reduce the variability of the protein expression patterns across replicates as protein 

expression is tied directly to calculations of elongation rate. While we find that protein 

expression normalized to an internal control within biological replicates is relatively 

consistent, there is a great deal of variability when comparing between replicates 

despite normalizing for the density of cultures as measured by OD600. It remains 

unclear whether this is due to subtle differences in growth conditions and handling of 

each scientist or other factors including age of the yeast, consistency in growth media, 

or experimental setup. Furthermore, while we report an elongation rate that is within the 

bounds of a bulk eukaryotic elongation rate of 3-10 amino acids per second as reported 

by previous studies, our results trend towards the lower end of the range which is 

unexpected for yeast-optimized constructs (Karpinets et al. 2006, Riba et al. 2019). We 

hypothesize that this may be due to nonideal conditions for yeast growth or protein 

expression during the duration of the assay. For example, it is unclear whether a proper 

level of aeration and mixing is achieved for yeast growth while within a 96-well plate. 

Growth conditions and protein expression may be impacted by improper aeration or 

through the presence of furimazine, the nanoluciferase substrate. Solving both these 
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issues would improve the reliability of our assay, especially when we consider 

expanding the scope to studying the impact of other regulatory factors and in other 

model organisms. 

 One of the major strengths of our elongation assay is the flexibility for use in 

studying other model organisms and factors that impact translation. Substitution of the 

yeast-optimized nanoluciferase reporter for other reporters opens the possibility of its 

use in different model organisms, such as in mammalian cells, allowing us to compare 

translation rates across organisms. Furthermore, we can quantify the impact of other 

factors known to affect translation including mRNA secondary structure, RNA binding 

proteins (RBPs), and cellular and environmental conditions. Highly structured mRNAs 

have been known to affect translation especially near the 5’ end as the secondary 

structure must be unwound before ribosomes can proceed (Kozak 1989, Sagliocco et 

al. 1993, Babendure et al. 2006). However, an in vitro study by Mao and colleagues has 

found an opposite effect wherein protein expression is positively correlated with the 

strength of mRNA secondary structure (Mao et al. 2014). RNA binding proteins (RBPs) 

are critical players in the regulation of gene expression and recent advances in 

technology have allowed researchers to identify RBPs and their targets on a 

transcriptome-wide scale (Kishore et al. 2010, Hentze et al. 2018, Kapeli et al. 2017, 

Van Nostrand et al. 2016). However, much work remains to determine how each RBP 

influences gene expression of its targets and their associated mechanisms. Adaptation 

to changing environmental conditions such as stress is a widely conserved attribute 

across organisms and has long been known to impact gene expression and in 

particular, translation globally (Hockenberry et al. 2018, Yamasaki and Andersen 2008, 
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Dannfald et al. 2021, Eaglestone et al. 1999, Moore et al. 2016). Using variants of our 

elongation reporter assay, we can quantify the impact on gene expression of all these 

factors and begin to understand mechanisms that drive post-transcriptional regulation. 

 We have demonstrated that separate mechanisms are responsible for the 

negative impacts on protein expression, mRNA expression, and elongation rate 

between acute and distributed stalls. A recent preprint by Veltri and colleagues finds 

results consistent with ours, in which separate pathways are activated when comparing 

acute and distributed stalls (Veltri et al. 2021). Furthermore, they propose that cells are 

able to distinguish between these different types of stalls based on the orientation of the 

ribosomal subunits when stalled. While these findings represent an exciting 

development into translation surveillance and rescue pathways, a few open questions 

remain. First, can these two pathways be activated simultaneously on the same 

transcript and if so, are they contributing equally? Epistatic analysis and further 

molecular cloning to create constructs with varying combinations of stalls can allow us 

to determine how cells choose to respond to problematic transcripts. Second, what 

pathway do other types of stalling factors such as mRNA secondary structure activate 

and does it depend on spacing, ribosomal orientation, or other factors? From Veltri and 

colleagues, we find that the orientation of stalled ribosomes on transcripts may be a 

distinguishing factor for which pathway to activate. However, this does not exclude the 

possibility that other factors such as surveillance proteins or ribosome collision duration 

may be implicated. Third, what are the thresholds that the cell uses to distinguish 

between different types of stalls? For example, what distance between poor codons will 
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designate an acute versus a distributed stall? Answering these questions will allow us to 

further characterize the nuances of translation regulation.  

 In regards to the relationship between translation and mRNA localization during 

glucose starvation, we have found that Rvb1/2 is co-transcriptionally loaded onto stress-

induced mRNAs which are destined for translational repression and localization to 

stress granules. One area of further study is to determine if the role of Rvb1/2 is 

conserved across different stressors such as oxidative stress, UV irradiation, amino acid 

starvation, and heat shock, all of which activate the integrated stress response pathway 

but through different signaling kinases (Pakos-Zebrucka et al. 2016). Furthermore, 

Rvb1/2 was identified as an enriched stress granule component in both yeast and 

mammalian stress granule proteomes, suggesting that the role of Rvb1/2 in glucose 

starvation in yeast may be conserved in mammalian systems but it is unclear if Rvb1/2 

is conserved in other model organisms (Jain et al. 2016). Further study is required to 

understand the extent of Rvb1/2’s role in post-transcriptional regulation and to discover 

other RBPs that are also co-transcriptionally loaded that have the potential to modulate 

gene expression. 

 Lastly, we have found a link between translatability and mRNA localization in 

which transcripts that undergo active translation remain diffuse and excluded from 

stress granules during glucose starvation and transcripts whose translation is repressed 

localize to stress granules. Tethering Rvb1/2 to a heat shock protein which is stress-

induced and normally translationally active was sufficient to alter its localization and 

inhibit protein production. Further experiments are needed to confirm whether the 

opposite is true i.e. will a transcript that is normally translationally repressed be 
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excluded from stress granules if we force it to actively translate? These results will help 

build a model of how translation can be both regulated and be a regulator of gene 

expression. Together, these future topics of study contribute a more nuanced and well-

understood view of the mechanisms behind post-transcriptional regulation.  

 

4.2 Concluding Remarks 

 Post-transcriptional regulation represents an intricate coordination of RNA, RNA 

binding proteins, and other known and unknown factors in modulating gene expression. 

We have used S. cerevisiae as a model organism to study a few of the fundamental 

mechanisms in post-transcriptional regulation and in particular, the importance of 

translation in directing gene expression. We have developed a quantitative method to 

measure the impact of various cis and trans factors on elongation time and elucidate the 

relationship between elongation stalling and gene expression outcomes. We found that 

differences in the distribution of poor codons in a transcript are linked to different 

surveillance and rescue pathways. Additionally, we have studied the link between 

translation and mRNA localization during glucose starvation using fluorescence 

microscopy and have demonstrated that active translation is associated with exclusion 

from stress-associated mRNP granules. Furthermore, we uncovered a factor that is 

responsible for promoter-directed cytoplasmic fate for a certain class of stress-induced 

genes during glucose starvation. Taken together, these findings highlight the complexity 

and central role of translation as a process that is both regulated and regulates other 

processes in turn.  
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